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Abstract
This final project focuses on developing and implementing a path planning approach for
AGVs in the dense AgvSorter system, which is an AGV system being developed by Vanderlande Industries to sort parcels. A simulation model in MATLAB is currently being
developed to test which throughputs, defined as the number of parcels delivered at the correct sorting destination per time period, can be achieved and to assess whether this system
performs well in terms of scalability, flexibility and robustness. The objective of this project
is to find a congestion-avoiding approach for real-time path planning of AGVs in the dense,
large, grid-based AgvSorter system to achieve a throughput that is as high as possible. An
approach that is flexible, scalable and robust is desirable.
The applicability of several approaches from the literature to the AgvSorter system has
been evaluated. An extended version of the updated weights approach, as described by e.g.
Bartlett, Lee, Ahmed, Nemhauser, Sokol and Na [27], and Lee, Lee and Na [28], seems to
be the most suitable for the system. The approach uses a graph-representation with vertex
and edge weights that are updated over time. The weights represent the time needed to
execute some process and will be used to determine the shortest-time path from source to
destination. This is done using an adapted version of the A∗ shortest path algorithm, that
can deal with penalties for turning and multiple destinations to choose from.
Several versions of this approach have been developed and implemented in the simulation
model being developed for the AgvSorter system. Performance tests have been carried out
using the simulation model to assess which version of the approach achieves the highest
throughput and to assess which approach is flexible, scalable and/or robust.
The version of the approach with the most promising results uses updates of the vertex
weights only. As soon as an AGV leaves a node, the weight of the corresponding vertex is
updated with the most recent waiting time at the node. From then on, the vertex weight is
decreased over time until its initial value of zero is reached. If an AGV is waiting at a node
for a long time already, the weight of the corresponding vertex is ‘updated preliminarily’ to
the value it would get if the AGV would leave the node now. Furthermore, upon re-planning
the path for a waiting AGV, the ‘preliminary increase’ in weight of the vertex corresponding
to the node where the AGV is currently waiting, is added to the weight of the first edge of
the ‘old’ path. This increases the attractivity of a path starting in a different direction.
The approach has been tested on four different layouts, each for two different percentages of
zones being occupied by AGVs. Results are promising in terms of throughput and flexibility;
for all layouts throughput levels are relatively high. Furthermore the approach is capable
of recovering from deadlock situations if the layout allows this; at most a small throughput
decrease results if separate deadlock handling algorithms are removed from the model. The
robustness of the approach in terms of deadlock is therefore considered to be good; the
robustness in terms of other factors is expected to be good, but further research should be
conducted before conclusions can be drawn. Also it is recommended to further investigate
the scalability of the approach and some aspects of flexibility, such as its performance for
different job patterns.
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Vertex
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1

Introduction

Since the emergence of the parcel handling industry about 45 years ago, the market has
constantly been growing and evolving over time. Especially business customers desiring
time-critical shipments and trends towards smaller orders have caused an increase in parcel volumes [1]. More recently, growing e-commerce and more demanding customers have
resulted in new challenges for the market. Customers desire shorter order lead times, later
order times, smaller orders and greater product diversity. In addition, the need for maximum
delivery reliability, with zero system faults, is crucial [2]. To cope with these challenging market needs, parcel handling companies expect the most cost-effective systems with the highest
available performance. Vanderlande designs such systems and is currently investigating the
opportunity to use a system with automated guided vehicles, called the AgvSorter, to cope
with these market needs. This graduation project focuses on the path planning approach to
be used for this system.

1.1

Introduction to AgvSorter at Vanderlande

Vanderlande is the global market leader for value-added logistic process automation at airports and in the parcel market. The company is also a leading supplier of process automation
solutions for warehouses. Established in 1949, Vanderlande has more than 5,500 employees
spread over all continents, all committed to moving its customers’ businesses forward. Their
systems move around 10.1 million pieces of luggage per day and sort more than 39 million
parcels per day. Their parcel systems are used by national-based operators, such as Deutsche
Post, and by the world’s largest express parcel companies such as DHL, UPS and FedEx [2].
Currently, Vanderlande offers a complete range of line and loop sorters to sort parcels within
the required timeframe and to the correct outgoing dock. All currently available sorting
solutions are equipped with conveyer belts; an example of such a system is provided in Figure
1.1. These systems have proven to perform well, but unfortunately their scalability, flexibility
and robustness are limited. Setting up a conveyer-belt system requires a significant amount
of installation time and materials, and the setup cannot be modified easily. Furthermore the
entire sorting process comes to a halt when part of the system, e.g. the main loop, breaks
down. Because of these disadvantages, Vanderlande is currently investigating the possibility
of using a mobile infrastructure for parcel sorting. Objective is to design a robust system
that is able to achieve a high sorting throughput, that can be set up or modified quickly and
that needs a limited amount of equipment.

Figure 1.1: Parcel sorting system developed by Vanderlande using conveyer belts [2].
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The new AGV system, called the AgvSorter, will make use of automated guided vehicles,
called AGVs in short, which will replace the conveyer belt(s) to sort the parcels. An AGV
is a driverless transport system used for horizontal movement of materials [3]. An example
of an AGV is visible in Figure 1.2; this is an AGV used within Vanderlande to transport
baggage at airports. Each AGV in the AgvSorter system will travel along a grid between
pick-up and drop-off locations to transport parcels to their correct sorting destinations. A
simulation model is currently being developed at Vanderlande in MATLAB to test which
throughputs, defined as the numbers of parcels delivered at the correct sorting destination
per time period, can be achieved and to assess whether this system indeed performs well in
terms of scalability, flexibility and robustness.

Figure 1.2: Example of an automated guided vehicle (AGV). This AGV is used to transport baggage
at airports. [4]

1.2

Objectives of the thesis

Since up to 1000 AGVs might be operating at the same time in the dense AgvSorter system,
path planning for these AGVs is challenging: using shortest-distance paths might cause
congestion and therefore long waiting times. Several methods have been proposed in the
literature for conflict-free or congestion-avoiding path planning. However, most of them
are developed for small AGV systems; new analytical and simulation models need to be
developed for large AGV systems to overcome e.g. large computation times, NP completeness
and congestion [5]. Therefore the main research question of this project is:
What is the best path planning approach for AGVs in the dense grid-based AgvSorter?
In order to answer this question, the objectives of this project are as follows:
• Investigate path planning approach possibilities from the literature and make a selection to use for the AgvSorter system.
• Extend the path planning approach(es) found in the literature to enhance performance
when applied to the AgvSorter system.
• Implement the found and extended path planning approach(es) in the simulation model
of the AgvSorter system in MATLAB.
• Obtain results from the performed simulations and give recommendations regarding
the best path planning approach(es) to be used for the AgvSorter system.
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1.3

Outline of the thesis

The previously mentioned objectives of this graduation project will be covered in the different
chapters of this report. The contents of each chapter are briefly explained below.
Chapter 2: Background AgvSorter - A detailed description of the AgvSorter system
and its simulation model are given. The performance that is desired for the path planning
approach to be developed, is described as well.
Chapter 3: Path planning approaches - Different path planning approaches found in
the literature, applicable to the AgvSorter system, are described and compared.
Chapter 4: Updated weights path planning approach - The path planning approach
selected to investigate further and to extend, is explained in detail in this chapter. First the
basics of the approach are described and then different versions are provided.
Chapter 5: Implementation of approaches in the simulation model - All approaches
mentioned in Chapter 4 are implemented in the simulation model in MATLAB. This chapter
describes the verification and validation steps carried out to ensure each path planning
approach is implemented as intended.
Chapter 6: Results of simulations for different path planning approaches - First
the input parameters for the simulations carried out, are described. Then the results of the
simulations executed for different path planning approaches and different numbers of AGVs,
are provided and discussed.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and recommendations - A conclusion is drawn regarding the
best path planning approach to use for AGVs in the dense grid-based AgvSorter system.
Recommendations for further research are given as well.
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2

Background AgvSorter

In this chapter, both the AgvSorter system itself and the simulation model of the system are
described in more detail. In the last section, the desired performance of the path planning
approach is given.

2.1

AgvSorter system

In the AgvSorter system, AGVs move from pick-up to drop-off locations and vice versa to
transfer parcels to their correct sorting destinations. Hereby each AGV is loaded with either
none or one (or a few) parcels at every moment in time. As soon as a parcel or a set of
parcels to be transported by the same AGV, also called a job, is dispatched to an idle AGV,
that AGV will start moving towards the pick-up location where the job is located, to load
it. From there, it will move to the correct drop-off location. The AGV will unload the job
once it has reached this location and then continue its journey to a different or the same
pick-up location to load a newly dispatched job. This process will be repeated until all jobs
are sorted.
The system works with grid-based AGVs, which implies that each AGV is allowed to travel
in the directions defined by a grid consisting of grid elements, or zones. This does not mean
that the layout over which AGVs drive, has to consist of e.g. tiles; it means that the control
of the AGVs occurs based on a grid and that the simulation model thus works with grid
elements. The grid used to control the AgvSorter system will be explained in more detail in
Section 2.2.
The movement of parcels from pick-up to drop-off locations does not comprise the entire
sorting process, of which a schematic overview is provided in Figure 2.1. In a sorting facility
incoming pallets, cages and trucks first need to be unloaded in a receiving area. From there,
after a possible screening process, the parcels need to be transported to the pick-up locations
of the AgvSorter system. Furthermore, after sorting, the parcels may need to be transported
from the drop-off locations to the outgoing docks of the sorting facility. A possible solution
for the integration of these steps is to work with a sorting facility with multiple levels, where
one level contains the AgvSorter system and the other levels contain equipment to perform
the other steps in the sorting process. Drop-off locations of the AgvSorter system may then,
for example, be holes in the floor; when a parcel is unloaded there, it falls down to land on
a conveyer belt at the level below. The conveyer belt will then transport the parcel towards
an outgoing dock. Multiple drop-off locations may be grouped, e.g. if the parcels unloaded
at these locations all end up on the same conveyer belt. A system with conveyer belts
and chutes may also be used to transport parcels to the pick-up locations of the AgvSorter
system. Multiple pick-up locations may therefore be grouped as well, e.g. if their parcels
are all coming from the same conveyer belt. If a parcel needs to be transported from a set
of pick-up locations to a set of drop-off locations, the best possible pick-up and drop-off
location within the sets need to be chosen.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of the entire process of sorting parcels [2].

The most important Key Performance Indicator (KPI) of the AgvSorter system is the
achieved throughput; the number of parcels delivered at the correct sorting destination per
time period. In the system, between 100 and 1000 AGVs might be operating at the same
time on a grid consisting of maximally 10.000 grid elements; also called zones. The system
is dense; up to 20% of the zones available may be occupied by AGVs in order to sort jobs
from maximally 100 pick-up locations to at most 500 drop-off locations. Many AGVs may
thus be operating at the same time on a dense grid.
The performance of the system is influenced by the system layout consisting of the used
path layout, the size of the grid, the positions of pick-up locations, drop-off locations and
obstacles and the number of AGVs used to sort the jobs. Moreover, the approaches used for
managing the AGVs have a large influence. Those approaches should perform the following
three functions [6]:
1. Dispatching. Consists of assigning jobs to AGVs. The dispatching approach will
determine which AGV will transport which job, and from which (set of) pick-up location(s) to which (set of) drop-off location(s) the job needs to be transported.
2. Path planning. Consists of selecting the path an AGV will follow in order to transport
a job from its (set of) pick-up location(s) to its (set of) destination(s). If a job is to be
picked up or dropped off at a set of locations, the approach also determines to which
particular pick-up or drop-off location the AGV needs to travel in order to transport
the job as fast as possible.
3. Traffic Control. Consists of determining whether an AGV, while executing its
planned path, can move forward along its planned path and at what speed. The
approach should ensure that all movements are executed in a collision-free, deadlockfree and livelock-free manner. Deadlock-free means that no situation arises in which
some or all AGVs are standing still, waiting for each other to execute some action.
Livelock-free means that no situation arises that is similar to a deadlock, except for
the states of the AGVs involved; those constantly change with regard to each other.
Although all functions may be performed by separate approaches; it is also possible that
e.g. path planning and traffic control are controlled by a single approach. Upon planning
the paths for the AGVs, the speed and waiting time of each AGV along its path are then
taken into account already in order to avoid collisions, deadlocks and livelocks. For now, all
functions are assumed to be performed by separate approaches.
The AGVs in the AgvSorter system may run out of energy; their batteries are only capable
of providing energy for a limited period of time. In order to prevent them from coming to a
halt in the middle of the grid, the energy level in the batteries should be monitored closely.
As soon as the energy level of an AGV drops below a certain threshold, the AGV should be
guided to a charging station. It might be beneficial to preliminarily guide some of the AGVs
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to charging stations if the workload is relatively low. Although this battery management
process may have a significant impact on the throughput achieved for the AgvSorter system,
it will be left out of scope for now; it is assumed that all AGVs have an infinite energy
supply.
The management of idle AGVs, AGVs that are not loaded and have no job dispatched to
them, is another factor that might influence the performance of the system, but that will be
left out of scope for now.

2.2

Simulation model

A simulation model for the AgvSorter system is currently being developed by Vanderlande in
MATLAB to get insight in the performance of the AGV system. A discrete event simulation
is used, meaning that the operation of the system is modeled as a discrete sequence of
events in time. An event in the simulation occurs every time one of the AGVs has an event
scheduled. This occurs a.o. when an AGV finishes (un)loading a job at a pick-up or drop-off
location and when it finishes translation over a path segment or rotation on a node.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, control of the AgvSorter system is done based on a gridbased model. Hereby AGVs move from grid element, or zone, to grid element, or zone. The
movement from one zone to a neighboring zone can only occur if the two zones are connected
by a path segment. The path segments are unidirectional, meaning that AGVs can traverse
the segment in one direction only. An example of how six grid elements can be connected
by path segments is shown in Figure 2.2. There is a path segment connecting zones 2 and
3, but there is no direct path connection between zones 2 and 5. The driving directions of
the path segments are indicated by arrows. It is not possible to have direct path segments
between two zones that do not share a side. Furthermore zones do not overlap.

Figure 2.2: An example of how six grid elements, or zones, can be connected by path segments.

In the simulation model of the AgvSorter, zones may contain a pick-up or drop-off location
or a path intersection at their center. An example of a uniform orthogonal grid layout,
containing the basic properties of the AgvSorter model, is given in Figure 2.3.
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Legend:
Pick-up location
Drop-off location
AGV:
AGV:
AGV:
AGV:
AGV:
AGV:

Not loaded moving
Not loaded waiting
Being unloaded
Being loaded
Loaded moving
Loaded waiting

Obstacle
Zone in path of the encircled AGV
Reserved zone of the encircled AGV
Figure 2.3: Example uniform orthogonal grid layout for AgvSorter system.

The grid displayed in Figure 2.3 consists of six by six zones. Pick-up and drop-off locations are
represented by respectively purple and blue diamonds. The AGVs are shown as rectangular
parts. The color of an AGV represents its status, which can be ‘Not loaded moving’, ‘Not
loaded waiting’, ‘Being unloaded’, ‘Being loaded’, ‘Loaded moving’ or ‘Loaded waiting’. More
statuses, such as ‘Charging’, ‘Idle’ and ‘In Maintenance’, can be added later. Obstacles are
objects, shown in grey, that cannot be traversed by AGVs.
Each AGV is moving over a path that has been planned from its source to its destination.
A path consists of a sequence of zones that needs to be traversed by an AGV to drive from
source to destination; driving speeds and arrival and departure times of zones do not belong
to the path. To avoid collisions between AGVs, an AGV is only allowed to travel to the next
zone on its planned path if that zone is reserved by the AGV. A zone can only be reserved
by one AGV; requests to reserve zones already reserved by other AGVs are denied. As soon
as an AGV has completely left a zone, the zone is released again; from then on, it can be
reserved by other AGVs. If an AGV has not reserved the next zone on its path, it needs to
decelerate in order to stop before entering that zone. It then needs to wait at the center of
the current zone until the reservation of the next zone on its path succeeds. Since waiting
may occur at the center of any zone, each zone is a buffer position. Upon execution of the
planned path, each AGV tries to reserve the next few zones ahead to ensure that it can
maintain speed as much as possible. If it is not possible for an AGV to reserve the number
of zones desired, it will only reserve the zones that can currently be reserved and postpone
the reservation(s) of the other zone(s) to a later moment in time. When an AGV needs to
make a turn, no extra zones need to be reserved for this; the size of the zones is established
in such a way that turning can take place within the borders of one zone.
The encircled AGV in Figure 2.3 is currently traveling from the drop-off location located at
the bottom in the middle of the grid to the pick-up location located in the left corner of the
grid, in order to load a new job. Its planned path is shown in orange. The darker orange
parts of the path represent zones currently reserved by the encircled AGV; those are not
accessible for other AGVs. The loaded waiting AGV immediately above the encircled AGV
is waiting for the encircled AGV to pass; when the next zone of its path stops being reserved
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by the encircled AGV, it can reserve the next zone on its planned path and continue its
journey.
The maximum speeds of the AGVs in the model are limited to a certain value. The AGVs
will try to drive with this maximum speed, unless it is prohibited by e.g. the maximum
speed of a path segment being lower than that speed, the number of zones reserved for that
AGV, since the AGV should always be able to come to a halt before the end of the currently
made zone reservations, or the need to make a turn. If an AGV wants to make a turn on a
zone, it should first come to a standstill, then make the turn and then accelerate again to
leave the zone in the desired direction. Turning is thus a time-intensive process which may
decrease the throughput achieved. The loading and unloading processes may require that
the AGV comes to a halt as well, but may also occur on-the-fly, meaning that AGVs slow
down in order to load or unload a parcel but never come to a halt in order to complete that
process.

2.3

Desired performance path planning approach

Properties such as scalability, flexibility and robustness are influenced by the approaches
chosen to execute dispatching, path planning and traffic control. In this report, an approach
is classified as scalable if it can be applied to systems with up to 10.000 zones containing
between 100 and 1000 AGVs. An approach is flexible if it can handle different system
layouts, e.g. different grid layouts such as uniform orthogonal and honeycomb, and different
positioning and grouping of pick-up and drop-off locations. An approach that is robust
can cope with inaccuracies and interruptions such as AGV breakdowns without significantly
decreasing the throughput. The focus of this research project is path planning: the goal is to
find a congestion-avoiding approach for real-time path planning of AGVs in the dense gridbased AgvSorter system to achieve a throughput that is as high as possible. An approach that
is scalable, flexible and robust is desirable. Even though it might result in a high throughput,
the situation in which one AGV is waiting for an infinitely long time to let other AGVs pass,
is undesirable. This is, however, considered as a consequence of traffic control rules and is
therefore left out of scope in the evaluation of the path planning approaches.
In the next chapter, several path planning approaches provided in the literature are explained
and their performance and applicability to the AgvSorter system is discussed.
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3

Path planning approaches

Many researchers have studied the problem of finding paths in an environment with the objective of, a.o., maximizing throughput. However, not all of these approaches are applicable
to the AgvSorter system. In the first section of this chapter, some frequently used definitions
in the literature are explained, and the path planning approaches that may be suitable for the
AgvSorter system, are determined. In the following sections, the path planning approaches
that may be applicable to the AgvSorter system, are explained and discussed. In the last
section, a comparison is made between the described path planning approaches.

3.1

Definitions in path planning

To prevent the misinterpretation of some notions often appearing in the literature, the definitions of a couple of terms are provided in this subsection. Using these definitions, the
different path planning approaches applicable to the AgvSorter system, are determined.
Path planning approaches may be zone-based or free. For a zone-based approach, the path
layout is (thought to be) subdivided into a (large) number of zones. Movement of AGVs
between these zones is restricted: the number of AGVs within each zone is limited, often to
one, and movement between zones may only be allowed to occur if there is a path connection
between the zones. For a free approach, there is no subdivision of the layout into zones.
Since the simulation model for the AgvSorter system is grid-based, as explained in Section
2.2, a zone-based path planning approach should be used, where each grid element is a zone.
A zone-based approach can be applicable to AGVs traveling on segments which are uni- or
bidirectional. A unidirectional segment only allows traffic in one way, while a bidirectional
segment allows traffic in two ways. On a bidirectional path layout, it is necessary to actively prevent the occurrence of head-to-head collisions between AGVs. The path segments
currently used in the AgvSorter model are unidirectional.
Some zone-based approaches use a graph representation of the path layout over which AGVs
are allowed to move. The path layout over which AGVs are allowed to move consists of
drivable zones; zones that are connected to other zone(s) via path segment(s). In the graph
representation, the center of each drivable zone, also called a node, is represented by a vertex.
Vertices are connected to each other via edges; if the centers of two neighboring zones are
connected via a path segment in the layout, then there is an edge in the graph between the
two corresponding vertices. Weights, also called costs, can be assigned to every vertex or
edge. An edge weight can represent e.g. the length of the corresponding path segment, so
the distance between the center points of two zones, or the time it takes for an AGV to travel
from the center of one zone to the center of the next zone at maximum speed. A vertex
weight can represent e.g. the average waiting time of an AGV at the corresponding node.
As mentioned before in Section 2.1, it is possible that a path planning approach determines
trajectories, paths together with the time and speed schedules that should be followed upon
executing these paths, in such a way that deadlocks, livelocks and collisions are prevented
from occurring: path planning and traffic control are then combined. Deadlock prevention,
ensuring the possibility of a deadlock is excluded before AGV movement starts, is then used to
deal with deadlocks. For the AgvSorter system, however, it is not necessary to combine path
planning and traffic control; the path planning approach only needs to plan paths and does
not need to determine the trajectories of all AGVs. The path planning approaches that are
of interest for the system, may therefore cause a.o. deadlocks to occur. A separate deadlock
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avoidance strategy, that ensures deadlocks do not occur by only allocating resources, such as
zones, to an AGV if the resulting state does not lead to a deadlock, is present in the model
in order to avoid deadlocks from occurring (as much as possible). Furthermore, a deadlock
detection approach is present to detect whether a deadlock has occurred; this happens for
example if the deadlock avoidance strategy is not able to avoid all deadlocks from occurring.
A deadlock recovery approach is currently not present in the AgvSorter model, but can be
added later to ensure that the system can recover from deadlock situations.
Jobs may arrive to the system in an online or offline manner. When jobs arrive in an
online manner, new jobs may appear although the planning has already been done. When
an approach works with jobs arriving in an offline manner, all jobs must be known prior to
executation of the approach. The AgvSorter system should be able to handle jobs appearing
in an online manner.
A path planning approach may try to maximize throughput based on time, or based on
distance. A shortest-distance approach tries to find a path from source O to destination D of
shortest distance (e.g. in metres) along the existing path segments. A shortest-time approach
for jobs arriving in an online manner, tries to find a path such that an AGV, starting from
source O, reaches destination D as soon as possible. Examples of shortest-time approaches
for online job arrival are: ant colony, time-window constrained, petri net, hierarchical and
updated weights approaches. For jobs arriving in an offline manner, a shortest-time approach
tries to minimize the makespan of all jobs. This is an NP-hard problem [7].
The classification made for different path planning approaches is given in Figure 3.1. The
approaches that are applicable to the AgvSorter system, are marked in orange and will be
described and evaluated in the following sections. These are: shortest-distance, ant colony,
time-window constrained, petri net, hierarchical and updated weights.
The path planning approaches that will be explored, can be static or dynamic. Static path
planning means that as soon as a path is planned for some AGV from its source O to its
destination D, this path is fixed. Independent of congestion or breakdowns of other AGVs,
this path will be followed until the destination is reached. In dynamic path planning, paths
planned may be changed based on real-time information: re-planning may take place. The
process of re-planning may happen periodically, e.g. after an AGV has traveled three path
segments of its planned path, or incidentally, e.g. when a breakdown of another AGV occurs
or when there is unforeseen congestion on the planned path of an AGV. Dynamic path
planning will, in general, result in a higher throughput than static path planning. It will,
however, result in an increase in time complexity compared to the static approach which
may not be desirable.
Furthermore, the path planning approaches are either centralized or distributed. In a centralized approach, a central controller is present which determines the paths for all AGVs.
Hereby it may use all available information, such as planned paths, destinations and current positions of all AGVs. In a distributed approach, there is no controller determining
the paths for all AGVs. It is possible that each AGV determines its own path based on
local information such as its own source and destination and other AGVs that are located
nearby. Another possibility is that a controller determines paths for a set of AGVs, or that a
controller takes care of the path planning in a specific area of the grid. The path of an AGV
traveling from source to destination is then planned sequentially by different controllers.
Centralized approaches will, in general, result in a higher throughput than distributed approaches. Distributed approaches, however, may be less complex in terms of time since they
may use less information and their computations can be executed in parallel.
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Figure 3.1: Classification of path planning approaches. Approaches that will be investigated for the
AgvSorter system, are marked in orange.

3.2

Shortest-distance approaches

A shortest-distance approach tries to find a path from source O to destination D of shortest
distance (e.g. in metres) along the existing path segments. It uses a graph representation
of the path layout where edge weights represent segment lengths, e.g. in metres. The
path selected between O and D is the same at every moment in time since congestion or
breakdowns are not taken into account. The approach is static since re-planning would
require more computation steps but would not result in a different path. However, if there
are multiple different shortest-distance paths, the approach can be made dynamic when the
selection of one of those paths is based on e.g. congestion. The approach can then be turned
into a hierarchical approach, which is discussed later.
There are several approaches, all static, to calculate shortest-distance paths in a graph. One
of the most famous approaches is Dijkstra’s algorithm [8]. It finds the shortest-distance
paths from a single source vertex to all other vertices present in the system. It starts by
marking the source vertex. Then the costs for movement from the source vertex to each
neighbor vertex are calculated, and the vertex for which that cost is smallest, is marked.
The corresponding cost is saved. Then the costs for movement between the source vertex
and each vertex connected to the marked vertex are calculated. Again the vertex for which
that cost is smallest, is marked and the corresponding cost is saved. This process continues
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until all vertices are marked. When Fibonacci heaps, specific data structures for priority
queue operations, are used to implement Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, the worst-case
time complexity, defined as the number of elementary operations needed to execute the
algorithm, for a graph with |E| edges and |V | vertices is equal to O(|E| + |V | log(|V |)) [9].
By using Dijkstra’s approach, only the costs to get to a certain vertex are used in the
calculation of the shortest-distances. The performance of this algorithm for finding the
shortest-distance path from a single source vertex to a single destination vertex can therefore
be improved by not only using the sum of the costs to get to a certain vertex x (G(x)), but
also a heuristic function giving the estimate of the costs to get from that vertex x to the
destination vertex xd (H(x, xd )). The A∗ algorithm makes use of a heuristic function F (x) =
G(x) + H(x, xd ) containing both components [10]. It will therefore be directed towards the
destination vertex. The algorithm is guaranteed to find an optimal path if the heuristic
function H(x, xd ) provides a lower bound for the costs to go from vertex x to the destination
vertex [10]. For a consistent heuristic estimate, where H(xi , xd ) ≤ C(xi , xj ) + H(xj , xd ) for
all (xi , xj ) ∈ E with C(xi , xj ) the costs to get from vertex xi to vertex xj , xi 6= xd and
H(xd , xd ) = 0 [11], the worst-case time complexity is equal to the worst-case complexity of
Dijkstra’s algorithm: O(|E| + |V | log(|V |)).
An algorithm to calculate shortest-distance paths from all vertices to all vertices is the
Floyd-Warshall algorithm [12]. The idea behind the algorithm is that either the shortestdistance path from vertex xi to vertex xj is the shortest-distance path found so far, or it
is the shortest-distance path from xi to xk plus the shortest-distance path from xk to xj .
Initially the only known paths are edges present in the graph. Their lengths are substituted
in a matrix of size |V | by |V |; for vertices that are not connected by an edge, the value
in the matrix is set to infinity. Then all paths going through vertex x1 are evaluated: if
a path going via vertex x1 is shorter than the current path between two vertices in the
matrix, then the matrix value is updated. Then all paths going through vertex x2 are
evaluated, followed by all paths going through x3 , x4 , ..., x|V | . This algorithm compares all
possible paths through the graph between each pair of vertices within O(|V |3 ) comparisons.
Dijkstra’s algorithm could be used as well to compute shortest-distance paths from all vertices
to all vertices by executing the described algorithm |V | times. The time complexity is
then equal to O(|E||V | + |V |2 log(|V |)). For dense graphs where |E| is of order O(|V |2 ),
O(|E||V |+|V |2 log(|V |)) = O(|V |3 +|V |2 log(|V |)) = O(|V |3 ), so Dijkstra is as good as FloydWarshall. For sparse graphs where |E| is of order O(|V |) or below, O(|E||V |+|V |2 log(|V |)) ≤
O(|V |2 + |V |2 log(|V |)) = O(|V |2 log(|V |)), so Dijkstra is faster than Floyd-Warshall.
Approaches for finding the k-shortest-distance paths in a graph exist as well. Eppstein [13]
has come up with an approach to find the k-shortest paths from a single source vertex to a
single destination vertex. Dijkstra’s algorithm is first applied to a given graph in reverse; it
thus starts at the destination and traces the edges back to all possible sources. This results
in a reversed shortest path tree. Then a special datastructure called a ‘path graph’ is used to
save all paths through the graph. Finally, the k shortest paths result by applying a Dijkstra
search to the path graph. The time complexity of this approach is O(|E| + |V | log(|V |) + k).
Aljazzar and Leue [14] have come up with an approach that works on-the-fly; the complete
graph does not have to be available when the algorithm starts. It can be applied to an
implicit description of a graph, defined by a source vertex and a function succ that returns
the set of successor vertices for each vertex. It also takes advantage of heuristic search by
using A∗ instead of Dijkstra’s algorithm in some steps. The worst-case complexity is equal
to the complexity of the algorithm of Eppstein.
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The biggest drawback of using a shortest-distance approach, disregarding a possible selection
between multiple shortest-distance paths, is that congestion is not taken into account: if a
breakdown occurs on a path or if many planned paths contain the same segment, the time
needed by AGVs to transport a job from source to destination may rise significantly, resulting
in a lower throughput. This is undesirable and therefore other approaches seem more suitable
to tackle the path planning problem in the AgvSorter system to generate the highest possible
throughput.

3.3

Ant colony approaches

An Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) is based on the behavior of ants seeking a path between
their colony and a food source [15]. In order to find the food source, ants initially move
around their colony at random. While walking, they lay pheromones, chemical liquids which
evaporate as time advances, down on the ground. The other ants smell the pheromones
released by previous ants and follow their paths. By following their paths, they also drop
pheromones on the selected paths. Over time, the pheromone paths start to evaporate,
thus reducing its attractive strength. The more time it takes for an ant to travel back and
forth on the path between colony and food source, the more time the pheromones have
to evaporate. A shorter-time path, by comparison, is used more frequently and thus the
pheromone density becomes higher on shorter paths than on longer paths. In each stage the
probability of choosing the shortest path is increased and eventually the ants will move over
the shortest-time path.
Saidi-Mehrabad, Dehnavi-Arani, Evazabadian and Mahmoodian [15] consider a job shop
scheduling problem in which AGVs are used to transfer jobs between machines and the
warehouse. They developed a mixed integer mathematical model making use of two stage
ACA to perform job sequencing and conflict-free routing for jobs arriving in an offline manner.
Note that routing consists not only of path planning but also of path execution. When the
next zone of an AGV located on the grid needs to be determined, the pheromone level at
each reachable neighbor zone is evaluated as well as whether the neighbor location is directed
towards the destination location or not. After choosing the next zone, the pheromone trail
is updated. Since the proposed method needs all jobs to be known prior to execution of the
algorithm, this method is not applicable to the AgvSorter problem.
It seems possible, however, to use an ant colony approach for path planning of jobs arriving to
the AgvSorter system in an online manner. An option would be to select the path from source
to destination with the current highest level of pheromones at each moment in time when a
new path needs to be planned. This path corresponds to the shortest-time path according
to the theory of ants trying to find a food source. In the AgvSorter system however, this
approach will probably cause an increase in the congestion on several paths and thus an
increase in travel time, since AGVs will be guided over the same (parts of) paths containing
high pheromone levels.
The path planning approach currently implemented in the AgvSorter model uses so-called
anti-pheromones, that should be avoided as much as possible. While an AGV traverses a
path from source O to destination D, it drops anti-pheromones on all remaining zones of
the path; the closer the AGV is towards a zone, the more anti-pheromones are dropped.
After some time, these anti-pheromones evaporate. The anti-pheromones contribute to the
vertex weights used in the graph representation of the system; the weight increases with an
increasing anti-pheromone level. While in an ant colony representation paths with higher
pheromone densities are better, in the currently used approach lower anti-pheromone densi25

ties are more desirable since fewer other AGVs will be traversing the path within the near
future. Besides anti-pheromone-based vertex weights, also costs for turning are included
in the graph representation, since the speed of an AGV should be decreased before it can
make a turn and the turning process itself takes time. A path with many turns is therefore
less desirable than a path with only a few turns. This approach aims to find the shortest
path through a graph containing anti-pheromone-based vertex weights, distance-based edge
weights and costs for turning using A∗ . Hereby all destinations in a set are evaluated before
the destination with the shortest-time path is chosen. Initially, as opposed to the ant colony
algorithm, AGVs do not move around at random but move along the shortest paths found
in a graph with all vertex weights equal to zero.
Although the currently used approach not only incorporates distances, but also congestion,
it does not always perform as desired. A situation in which the performance is undesirable,
is when two AGVs, having the same source and destination, are driving behind each other.
The first AGV will determine a path and drop anti-pheromones on its path. This makes it
less attractive for the second AGV to choose the same path. In such situations often the
paths of the first and second AGV differ, while the shortest-time motion for the AGVs is
probably to traverse the same path since the first AGV can ‘clear’ the path for the second
AGV. Another downside of the approach is that when a path is planned for an AGV, also
the anti-pheromone levels at zones far away from the source are taken into account. It seems
irrelevant to take into account the anti-pheromone level at a zone close to the destination, if
the source and destination are located far away from each other, since the other AGV that
dropped these anti-pheromones might have disappeared by the time the AGV will traverse
this zone. Taking these anti-pheromones into account could result in strange path planning
behavior.

3.4

Time-window constrained approaches

The aim of a time-window constrained approach is to route all AGVs in a minimum-time
motion such that overlaps in AGVs using the same zone do not occur. Hereby jobs appear
in an online manner; each time a new job appears, a new trajectory must be determined
taking into account all already planned trajectories for other AGVs. This objective can be
reached by starting from a shortest-distance path and by delaying the AGV or by re-routing
when overlaps occur. This approach does not only perform path planning, but also parts of
path execution such as determining the speeds at which AGVs should travel over the path.
Taghaboni and Tanchoco [16] first use Dijkstra’s algorithm to determine the shortest-distance
path if a new path needs to be planned. Initially, the AGV is assumed to traverse that path
at maximum speed. Overlapping time slots with other AGVs are checked one-by-one for
all zones. If there is overlap between time slots, the path is re-planned if that results in a
shorter-time path; otherwise the speed of the AGV is decreased when traveling along the path
to ensure no collisions occur. In a dense grid with many AGVs, many one-to-one checks may
have to be performed and many re-routing possibilities might have to be investigated before
the shortest-time path is eventually found. The execution time of a path, once planned, is
very sensitive to perturbations in travel times and breakdowns of other AGVs.
The algorithm of Kim and Tanchoco [17] is also based on Dijkstra’s shortest-path method. It
maintains, for each zone, a list of time windows reserved by AGVs for which the trajectories
have been established already, and a list of free time windows available for AGVs to be routed.
The algorithm routes AGVs through a time window graph, where the vertices represent free
time windows and the edges represent reachability between free time windows. The worst
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case computational complexity of this approach is O(A4 Z 2 ), where A is the number of AGVs
and Z is the number of zones. This approach is therefore more suitable for small sytems
with a few AGVs. Ter Mors, Zutt and Witteveen [18] present an improved version of this
algorithm with a lower complexity of O(AZ log(AZ) + AZ 2 ).
The approach described by Lee, Lee and Choi [19] consists of an offline and an online part.
A modified k-shortest path algorithm with link constraints is used offline to construct a
set of k candidate paths for all possible combinations of source and destination. Those are
stored in tables. When an order occurs, the online part is executed: the tables are examined
and from the optional paths, a path is selected that results in a collision-free minimum-time
trajectory, which might include waiting at some point along the path. A disadvantage of
this approach for systems with a large number of possible source-destination combinations, is
that storing all candidate paths may require a lot of space. On the other hand, an advantage
of executing part of the computation steps offline is that the time needed to determine a
good, not necessarily optimal, trajectory in an online manner, is reduced. This approach can
also be seen as hierarchical since for each incoming order, k childs of the set of all available
paths from source to destination, are evaluated and compared.
Fan, Gu, Yin, Liu and Huang [20] describe a similar approach. First a set of candidate paths
is generated. Then for each path in the set, the arrival time for an AGV traveling over that
path is determined based on the free time windows available for all zones. Eventually the
earliest arrival path is selected. This approach has been tested on a system with 10 to 2000
AGVs on grids varying in size between 10 by 10 and 64 by 64 zones. Also this approach
requires storage of all free time windows of all zones, which may require a large amount of
space.
The idea behing the routing methodology suggested by Srisvastava, Choudhary, Kumar and
Tiwari [21] is similar to the one proposed by Lee, Lee and Choi [19]. Their approach,
however, makes use of agents. Each agent is responsible for controlling some part of the
system, i.e. an AGV, a path, the table with occupations times of all locations or a zone.
These agents communicate with each other via interface agents. A centralized agent takes
the responsibility of fulfilling needs. A centralized method of control is thus proposed, based
on combining local information gathered by agents.
To conclude, time-window constrained approaches provide means to generate conflict-free,
static shortest-time trajectories for orders arriving in an online manner. Since the free
time windows on all zones need to be stored, this approach has a high space complexity.
Furthermore it may take a significant amount of time before the conflict-free shortest-time
trajectory is found for an AGV. Unfortunately the possibility exists that no trajectory is
found, although this can be solved by reserving a destination for an AGV from the planned
arrival time until forever. By doing this, the AGV can always wait at that location if it is
not immediately possible to find a trajectory leading to its new destination. As soon as a
trajectory to its new destination is found and the AGV leaves the previous destination, the
zone is released again and becomes free to use for another AGV. If all AGVs are able to
follow their trajectories, the approach performs well in terms of throughput. Unfortunately
the approach is very sensitive to perturbations: if an AGV breaks down or unexpectedly
needs to stop, decelerate or accelerate at some point, then the established trajectory schedule
cannot be followed any more and undesirable congestion, such as traffic jams, might result.
Other approaches might therefore be more suitable for large, dense systems with many AGVs.
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3.5

Petri net approaches

The approaches described before work if the grid layout is represented by a graph with vertices and (weighted) edges. Some approaches, however, use a different representation of the
system. For example Nishi and Tanaka [22] give a manner to solve stationary optimization
problems, described as optimal firing sequence problems, by a Petri net decomposition algorithm at every time instance when transportation requests are given. The problem can, at
that moment, temporarily be seen as stationary, since for a short time period the number of
jobs in the system is constant after a new (set of) job(s) just arrived. Their approach works
on systems represented as a Petri net.
A Petri net consists of a set of places (representing zones), a set of transitions (representing
path segments) and a set of (weighted) arcs. Arcs can be directed from place to transition or
vice versa. It is thus a directed, weighted bipartite graph. Places in a Petri net may contain
a discrete number of marks called tokens. Any distribution of tokens over the places will
represent a configuration of the net called a marking. A transition e in the Petri net is said
to be enabled when the number of tokens in a place v is greater than or equal to the weight
of the arc connecting v to e, for all places v that are input to transition e. A transition of a
Petri net may fire if it is enabled. When the transition fires, the tokens in the input places
of a transition are moved to the output places according to arc weights and place capacities.
This results in a new marking of the Petri net [23].
In a timed Petri net, a firing finite duration f (e) is associated with each transition e in the
net. If a transition e is enabled, it will fire after f (e) time units since it became enabled.
The system state is not only determined by the marking but also by a timer attached to
every enabled transition in the net [23].
Nishi and Tanaka [22] describe a way to generate Petri nets for each AGV and each task.
By combining those to one Petri net, a model results that can be used for dispatching and
conflict-free routing. The method they developed is complex in both space and time; it is
currently not fast enough for real-time control.

3.6

Hierarchical approaches

In a hierarchical approach, the problem of finding the shortest-time path for an AGV is
divided into several subparts. Those subparts are solved and a combination or selection
of these solves the main problem. Several hierarchical approaches have been proposed by
several authors.
Seifert, Kay and Wilson [24] describe a static approach that works for systems where jobs
appear in an online manner. They use a graph-representation of the layout. When a new
trajectory needs to be planned in the main simulation, up to Nsubsim short-term subsimulations are performed to predict the AGV’s travel times for selected alternative trajectories.
Each subsimulation starts with current system conditions, stops when the AGV arrives at
the destination vertex and uses shortest-distance routing for all other AGVs. Eventually
one path is chosen. The number of subsimulations depends on the value for Nsubsim and
the results observed; if the actual travel time observed on a shortest-distance path is less
than the theoretical minimum travel time on the next best alternative path, then there is no
need to perform another subsimulation. This approach shows resemblance with the approach
described by Lee, Lee and Choi [19] if k = Nsubsim .
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Angelelli, Morandi and Speranza [25] give a static linear programming based approach that
aims at finding system optimum paths that take into account fairness for users, represented
by AGVs in the AgvSorter problem, by using only paths with limited inconvenience, i.e.
increase in travel time. It is developed for traffic situations where the rates of users entering
the system at source O and wanting to travel to destination D are known for all possible
combinations of O and D. Users entering the system traveling from the same source to the
same destination may be spread among several different paths. The approach consists of
two hierarchical linear programming models: the congestion model and the inconvenience
model. First the congestion model, aimed at minimizing the highest level of congestion in
the system, is solved. Then the inconvenience model is solved to minimize weighted average
travel inconvenience while keeping the system uncongested or below an upper bound on the
level of congestion. Before using these models, a heuristic path generation algorithm is used,
which aims at generating a smaller set of paths that contains most of the paths used in
the optimal solution of the inconvenience model. This is done by iteratively searching for
and selecting paths that comply with the maximum allowed travel inconvenience and that
can guarantee a reduction of the current congestion level of the network. Hereby the most
heavily congested edge is deleted temporarily to find a new path. Then heuristic assignment
of demand to paths is done by solving the inconvenience model using the generated set of
paths. The computational complexity of the approach is determined by the number of paths
which, in the worst case, grows exponentially with the number of locations and intersections
in the network.
The approaches described by Seifert, Kay and Wilson [24] and by Angelelli, Morandi and
Speranza [25] both try to reduce the complexity of the problem of finding a shortest-time path
by constraining their search to a subset of all paths. This comes at the cost of performance;
since fewer paths are evaluated the optimal path might be left out of scope and thus remain
untraceable.
An evolutionary approach can also be seen as some form of hierarchical approach. It is
a nature-inspired approach to optimisation where in each generation the best options, ‘the
fittest’, survive and mix to create offspring. First an initial population, e.g. six possible paths
from source to destination for a specific AGV, is randomly generated. Then the fitness, e.g.
the predicted travel time among the paths, of all solutions is evaluated. The next step is
either termination, if the goal is achieved, if the number of generations reached is equal to
the predefined maximum or if the performance is stagnating, or selection, where the ‘best’
solutions of the current population, e.g. the three paths with lowest travel time, are chosen
to produce offspring for the next generation. A variation step then takes place in which
the chosen solutions, called parent population, are used to produce new solutions, called
offspring population. This can be done by using crossover, where some genes are taken from
one parent and some from another, and mutation, where a randomly selected gene gets a
randomly chosen value. The picked and new solutions together form the new population,
which is again evaluated etc. A genetic algorithm is a type of evolutionary algorithm.
Umar, Ariffin, Ismail and Tang [26] describe a hybrid genetic algorithm consisting of a
genetic algorithm and local search heuristics. A multi-objective fitness function is used in
the algorithm to optimize the time it takes to sort all jobs, AGV travel time and penalty
cost due to jobs tardiness and delay as a result of conflict avoidance. Hereby jobs in the
system are assumed to have a due date. Since the entire paths for all AGVs are planned at
the same moment in time, this algorithm has a high time complexity.
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A genetic algorithm may also be used to plan the path for one AGV in a system where jobs
arrive in an online manner. The first step of the evolutionary approach is then similar to the
already mentioned hierarchical approaches in this section. Instead of selecting the ‘fittest’
solution as final, mutation and crossover are used in an attempt to improve the solution
found. The evolutionary approach might therefore produce a shorter-time path at the cost
of using more time.
A disadvantage of the evolutionary approach compared to the other hierarchical approaches,
is that it is non-deterministic. Randomly generated probabilities are used in the mutation
step; therefore it might be hard to reproduce a situation later in time, which might be
desirable e.g. in test cases.

3.7

Updated weights approaches

Some papers describe congestion-aware path planning approaches using a graph representation with edge weights that are updated in real-time. Bartlett, Lee, Ahmed, Nemhauser,
Sokol and Na [27] describe a congestion-aware dynamic path planning method that uses continually updating edge weights, representing estimated traversal times over the corresponding
path segments, computed via exponential smoothing. Hereby the weight of the edge directed
n = (1 − λ)w n−1 + λδ n , where
from vertex xi to vertex xj after n traversals is equal to: wij
ij
ij
n represents the nth traversal time and λ is a parameter indicating sensitivity to new inforδij
mation. Paths for AGVs are (re-)planned using vertex-based lookup tables: a lookup table
is stored at each diverging vertex containing the next zone in the path to each destination.
Tables are updated periodically over time at a fixed time interval. When an AGV approaches
the diverging vertex, it looks up the next zone in the table. To update the table, a one-to-all
shortest path calculation on the intersection point network is carried out using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. This approach has been tested on a system with 400 three-way intersections, 600
edges, 1400 loading/unloading points and 150 to 250 AGVs. The achieved performance is
best for λ = 0.1 and a table update interval of one second. The measure used for congestion
in this approach, edge weights that are updated over time, is only based information from
the past; it does not take into account future information such as planned paths of other
AGVs.
Storing a table with the next vertex to travel to from all diverging intersections to all possible
destinations comes with both advantages and disadvantages. Updating the table, so
(re-)planning the paths, is done periodically and therefore recent information is taken into
account in determining which path should be traversed by each AGV. Since it is possible
to update the table using (a) different parallel server(s), using a table might be beneficial
in terms of time complexity. Unfortunately for a large system it may require some space to
save all next zones. Furthermore, when a table is used, it is harder to incorporate e.g. the
planned paths of other AGVs in the path planning approach since the entire table will be
updated at once. Livelocks can occur if the intervals between updates of the lookup table
are too short.
Lee, Lee and Na [28] propose a similar method that uses a shortest-path algorithm instead
of a vertex-based lookup table. Their approach is therefore static instead of dynamic. The
measure they use for congestion is different as well; for every edge they set the weight as
the average speed of all AGVs that have traveled over the path segment corresponding to
the edge so far divided by the maximum allowable speed at that path segment. Hereby they
make a distinction between the maximum allowable speeds at straight and curved segments,
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since the maximum allowable speed when driving on a curved segment is usually lower.
This algorithm has been tested on a system with 500 AGVs and over 100,000 edges. A
combination of distance-based edge weights and congestion-based edge weights seems to give
the best performance.

3.8

Comparison of approaches from the literature

Several factors are important when the approaches mentioned in the previous sections are
evaluated and compared. Those are:
• Time Complexity (time)
The online part of the approach should be executable in real-time. To avoid severe
delays, the computation time to determine a new (part of a) path should be small.
The time complexity of an approach, defined as the number of elementary operations
needed to plan a path, should therefore be small. Together with space complexity, time
complexity determines scalability: an approach that is very complex in terms of time
is not well scalable.
• Space Complexity (space)
If more information is saved, more space, or memory, is needed. It might be impossible
or expensive to store large amounts of information, therefore a low space complexity
is desirable. Together with time complexity, space complexity determines scalability:
an approach that is very complex in terms of space is not well scalable.
• Average Throughput (avg tp)
The objective of the AgvSorter problem is to achieve a throughput that is as high
as possible, meaning the number of jobs delivered at the correct destination per time
period should be as high as possible.
• Flexibility (flex)
The performance of an approach might be influenced by the system layout, including
the grid layout and the grouping and positioning of pick-up and drop-off locations
used in system. The less sensitive the approach is to changes in layout, the better.
A flexible, or resilient, approach performs well regardless of the system layout used.
Furthermore, a flexible approach performs better when more AGVs are added to the
system, until up to 20% of the zones are occupied by AGVs.
• Robustness (rob)
An approach is robust if it can continue to function in the presence of unexpected events
or inaccuracies, and manages to maintain reasonable throughput levels. Speed variations of AGVs, deadlock situations and AGV breakdowns are examples of unexpected
challenges.
The ratings for all factors of all approaches are either −−, which is the worst rating, −, +
or ++, which is the best rating. The ratings are provided in Table 3.1.
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Approach

time

space

avg tp

flex

rob

Shortest-distance
Ant colony
Conventional
Current
Time-window constrained
Petri net
Hierarchical
Subset of paths
Evolutionary
Updated weights
Vertex-Based Lookup Table [27]
Shortest Path [28]

+

++

−

++

−−

+
+
−−
−−

+
+
−−
−−

−−
+
++
++

++
++
++
++

−
−
−−
−−

+
−

−
−

+
+

++
++

−
−

++
+

−
++

+
+

++
++

++
−

Table 3.1: Ranking of approaches on time complexity (time), space complexity (space), average
throughput (avg tp), flexibility (flex) and robustness (rob).

The approach receiving the highest ratings is the updated weights approach. The approach
presented by Bartlett et al. [27] scores very well in terms of time complexity, flexibility and
robustness, and scores well in terms of average throughput. It scores bad in terms of space
complexity since the next zone to travel to from all diverging intersections to all possible
destinations, needs to be stored. The approach described by Lee, Lee and Na [28] scores
much better in terms of space complexity. Since the method is static, it scores worse in
terms of robustness. The robustness of the method can be improved by recalculating the
planned path for each AGV, from its current position to its destination, after a certain time
period has passed. The method then becomes dynamic. The average throughput by using
these approaches might be increased by not only incorporating information from the past,
but also from the future.
Another approach rating relatively well is the hierarchical approach using a subset of paths.
It scores very well in terms of flexibility and well in terms of time complexity and average
throughput. The method scores relatively bad in terms of space complexity since subsets of
paths need to be saved and evaluated before a path is selected. The approach also scores
bad in terms of robustness, although this can be improved by recalculating the planned path
for each AGV, from its current position to its destination, after a certain time period has
passed.
Also the currently used ant colony approach rates relatively well. It scores very well in terms
of flexibility and relatively well in terms of time complexity, space complexity and average
throughput. It scores bad in terms of robustness, although this can possibly be improved by
re-planning each path after a certain time period has passed. Other points for improvement
for this approach are discussed in Section 3.3.
The other approaches have a relatively bad rating. The shortest-distance approach does
not take into account congestion, while the conventional ant colony approach plans paths in
such a way that most likely more congestion arises in some areas. The bad ratings of the
time-window constrained and Petri net approaches are mainly caused by their inapplicability
to the size of the AgvSorter problem.
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4

Updated weights path planning approach

As described in the previous chapter, the updated weights approach seems to be the most
promising path planning approach to use for the AgvSorter system. In this chapter a detailed
description of the basic approach that will be used, is provided. Afterwards, different versions
of the basic approach, all implemented in the simulation model, are described.

4.1

Basic updated weights path planning approach

The basic updated weights approach for path planning, is described in this section. Using
a graph-representation of the system layout with changing values for the vertex and edge
weights, this approach tries to find shortest-time paths at each moment in time when new
paths have to be planned.
4.1.1

Graph representation

The basic updated weights approach uses a graph-representation of the system layout of the
AgvSorter system. Hereby each center of a drivable zone, each node, is represented by a
vertex. If centers of neighboring zones in the layout are connected via a path segment, then
a directed edge between the two corresponding vertices is present in the graph. The direction
of the edge is the same as the direction of the unidirectional path segment. An example of
a layout and its graph-representation is provided in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Example of a layout (left) and its graph representation (right). Zones are shown in the
background of the graph representation to clarify the similarities.

The notation that will be used to describe a graph with directed edges is an ordered pair of
sets (V, E), where V is the set of vertices (e.g. V = {xi , xj , xk }) and E is the set of ordered
edges (e.g. E = {(xi , xj ), (xj , xk )} if an edge from vertex xi to xj is present as well as an
edge from vertex xj to xk ).
Each vertex and each edge has a weight associated with it. The weight of vertex xi is equal
to wi and the weight of edge (xi , xj ) is equal to wij . The weights are initialised at some
value, and may change over time. The weights represent the time needed to execute some
process, and will be used to determine the shortest path from source O to destination D;
that is the path consisting of a sequence of vertices and edges, with the lowest sum of all
weights in the path plus turn costs.
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4.1.2

Input parameters for finding the shortest path

Each time the shortest path for an AGV needs to be determined from source O to some
destination D, the input parameters provided are:
• Source O corresponding to source vertex xO
• Start heading ψstart of AGV at source O. The heading is defined as the angle between
the direction in which the AGV can start translation, and a world frame.
• (Set of) destination(s) {D} corresponding to destination vertices {xD }
• Desired end heading of AGV at (set of) destination(s) {D}
• Heading of each path segment in the grid layout
• Graph with all vertices V and all edges E
• Current weights of all edges in the graph, so wij ∀(xi , xj ) ∈ E
• Current weights of all vertices in the graph, so wi ∀xi ∈ V
• Turn penalty pturn ; the costs for making a turn of one radian
The path to be found is the path starting at source O, with the specified start heading,
ending at one of the destinations d ∈ {D}, with the desired end heading, of lowest cost.
Lowest cost means that the sum of the weights of all vertices that will be passed, plus the
sum of the weights of all edges that will be passed, plus the sum of the costs of all turns that
need to be made, is minimal.
4.1.3

Determining shortest path

The lowest-cost path from source O to one of the destinations d ∈ {D} is determined by
using an adapted version of the standard A∗ algorithm. As mentioned before in Chapter 3,
this algorithm uses a function F (x) = G(x) + H(x, xd ) containing the sum of the costs to
get to a certain vertex x (G(x)) and a heuristic function giving the estimate of the costs to
get from that vertex x to the destination vertex xd (H(x, xd )). The standard A∗ algorithm
assumes a.o. that there are no costs associated with turning and that there is one destination
to which the path should be planned (instead of one from a set of destinations). Since these
two things do not hold for the AgvSorter system, an adapted version of the algorithm, as
presented below, will be used for the system. As a consequence, this algorithm can deal
with multiple possible destinations, turn penalties, a specified heading at the source and
specified desired end headings at the destinations. The input parameters of the algorithm
are as specified in the previous section. The source edge eO is defined as one of the incoming
edges to the source vertex xO , and the set of destination edges {eD } consists of all incoming
edges to the destination vertices {xD }.
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Algorithm 1 Adapted A∗ algorithm that can deal with multiple destinations, turn penalties
and specified start- and end headings
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:

if xO ∈ {xD } then
initialize list V = xO , and list E = ∅
else
initialize list C = ∅ and list S = {eO }, which initially contains the source edge with
infinite F -score, and G-score equal to the weight of the source vertex: F (eO ) = ∞
and G(eO ) = wO
while {e ∈ S : F (e) = min F (y)} * {eD } do
y∈S

for ∀ecurr ∈ {e ∈ S : F (e) = min F (y)} do
y∈S

if ecurr ∈ {eD } then
continue with for-loop
else
for ∀esucc ∈ {successor edges of ecurr } do
if esucc 6∈ C then
compute Gtent (esucc ) = G(ecurr ) + C(ecurr , esucc ), with C(ei , ej ) the
costs to get from the end vertex of ei to the end vertex of successor
edge ej
compute Ftent (esucc ) = Gtent (esucc ) + min H(xend (esucc ), xd ),
xd ∈{xD }

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

with H(xi , xd ) the heuristic cost estimate from vertex xi to destination vertex xd
if esucc 6∈ S then
add esucc to S and save with it G(esucc ) = Gtent (esucc ),
F (esucc ) = Ftent (esucc ) and predecessor edge epred (esucc ) = ecurr
else if Ftent (esucc ) > F (esucc ) then
continue with for-loop
else
save the following with esucc : G(esucc ) = Gtent (esucc ), F (esucc ) =
Ftent (esucc ) and predecessor edge epred (esucc ) = ecurr
remove ecurr from S and add it to C
select a destination edge ed ∈ {e ∈ S : F (e) = min F (y)}
y∈S

initialize list V = {xstart (ed ), xend (ed )} and list E = ed
while xO 6∈ V do
consider the first element e1 ∈ E
look up epred (e1 ) and add it to E as first element
look up xstart (epred ) and add it to V as first element
return lists V and E, containing respectively the vertices and edges of the lowest-cost
path from source vertex to one of the destination vertices
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The cost to reach the end vertex of successor edge ej from the end vertex of edge ei , C(ei , ej ),
is equal to:

C(ei , ej ) = wej + wxend (ej ) + pturn θei →ej

if ei 6= eO and ej 6∈ {eD }

C(ei , ej ) = wej + wxend (ej ) + pturn θψstart →ej

if ei = eO and ej 6∈ {eD }

C(ei , ej ) = wej + wxend (ej ) + pturn θei →ej + pturn θej →ψendj

if ei 6= eO and ej ∈ {eD }

C(ei , ej ) = wej + wxend (ej ) + pturn θψstart →ej + pturn θej →ψendj

if ei = eO and ej ∈ {eD }
(4.1)

In these equations, wej is the weight of edge ej , wxend (ej ) is the weight of the end vertex of
edge ej , pturn is the turn cost per radian, θei →ej is the minimum turn (i.e. 0 ≤ θ < π) to
change from the heading of edge ei to the heading of edge ej (which is the absolute value of
the turn in either clockwise or counterclockwise direction), θψstart →ej is the minimum turn
to change from the start heading at the source to the heading of edge ej , and θej →ψendj is
the minimum turn to change from the heading of edge ej to the desired end heading at the
destination at the end vertex of edge ej .
The adapted algorithm thus not only takes into account vertex and edge weights in determining the lowest-cost path, but also turning costs. Since the heading of each path segment
is known, it is known when an AGV needs to make a turn; that is when two consecutive
path segments have different headings. The adapted A∗ algorithm adds a turning cost to
the sum of the costs to get to a certain vertex x (G(x)) for every radian of rotation in the
path. For the updated weights approach, the turning cost per radian is equal to:
pturn =

1
ωmaxAGV

(4.2)

with pturn the turn cost in seconds per radian and ωmaxAGV the maximum rotation speed
that can be reached by an AGV in [rad/s]. To correctly take into account the costs for
turning, the start heading of the AGV at the source and the desired end heading of the AGV
at each destination have to be known as well.
When multiple destination vertices are possible, e.g. when a job needs to be delivered to
one out of a set of drop-off locations, the destination vertex to which the path is planned is
chosen as the destination vertex with the lowest-cost path. If there are multiple destinations
that can be reached along a path of lowest-cost, then one of those is selected at random.
The algorithm is guaranteed to find a shortest path if a path from the source vertex to
one of the destination vertices exists, and if the heuristic function provides an optimistic or
perfect estimate of the costs to get from a vertex x to the destination vertex [10]. Therefore
the heuristic estimate consists of an estimate of the minimum time needed for an AGV to
travel from vertex x to the destination vertex, plus the turn penalty times an estimate of
the minimum number of radians over which a turn should be made to reach the desired
end heading at (one of) the destination(s). The used heuristic estimate is described more
extensively in Appendix A. The heuristic is consistent, therefore each edge only needs to be
evaluated once: once an edge is part of the list C, it will not become part of the list S again.
The worst-case time complexity of this adapted version of the A∗ algorithm is thought to be
similar to or higher than the worst-case time complexity of the standard version of A∗ . The
number of edges (for the adapted version) is similar to the number of neighboring vertices
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(for the standard version) that worst-case have to be explored. However, the process of
finding the edges with the lowest F -score in list S may require more operations, since the
list may be larger in size. This may also cause the space complexity of the adapted version
to be higher, since the lists S and C contain edges instead of vertices. The number of edges
that should be evaluated and for which F - and G-scores and predecessors have to be saved,
is at least equal to the number of vertices to evaluate for the standard version, and therefore
the lists S and C are similar in size or larger for the adapted version.
4.1.4

Updates of the weights

As mentioned before in Section 4.1.1, for the updated weights approach, the vertex and edge
weights represent the time needed to execute some process(es). The time needed to execute
a process may change over time, during a simulation; therefore the edge and vertex weights,
initialised at some value, may change over time as well.
A vertex weight may represent, for example, the waiting time at the corresponding node,
which is minimally zero. All vertex weights are therefore initialised at zero,
so wi0 (0) = 0 ∀xi ∈ V . The superscript in wi0 (0) indicates the number of updates that
have occurred in the simulation so far, while the argument indicates the current time in the
simulation; both are initially equal to zero. An edge weight may represent e.g. the translation
time over the corresponding path segment, or the translation time plus the waiting time at
the start node before translation over the path segment may start. All edge weights are
therefore initialised at the minimum time it takes for an AGV to translate over the path
segment; since this is the minimum duration that the process of (waiting plus) translating
takes.
The initial weight of an edge in the graph is therefore equal to the physical length of the
corresponding path segment divided by the maximum speed that can be reached at that
segment. This is equal to the minimum time it takes for an AGV to (wait plus) translate
over the path segment; if an AGV has to wait or if an AGV cannot travel at maximum
speed (due to e.g. necessary accelerations or decelerations) while translating over the path
segment, the realised time will be longer. The initial weight of edge (xi , xj ) directed from
0 (0), is thus equal to
vertex xi to vertex xj , wij
0
wij
(0) =

sij
vijmax

(4.3)

with sij the physical length of the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ), and vijmax
the maximum speed that can be reached at the segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ). This
maximum speed can be computed as
vijmax = min(vmaxAGV , vmaxij )

(4.4)

with vmaxAGV the maximum speed that can be attained by an AGV and vmaxij the maximum
allowable speed at the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ).
Over time, during a simulation, the vertex and edge weights are updated. A vertex weight is
updated as soon as an AGV leaves the corresponding node, and an edge weight is updated
as soon as an AGV finishes translation over the corresponding path segment. The time the
process of e.g. waiting, or (waiting plus) translating took, is used to update the weight.
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As soon as a node is left by an AGV for the nth time, the weight of the corresponding vertex
xi is updated according to:
win (tni ) = (1 − λi ) win−1 (tni ) + λi δin

(4.5)

with tni the time at which the nth vertex weight update takes place, win (tni ) the vertex weight
after the nth update at time tni , win−1 (tni ) the vertex weight after the (n − 1)th update at time
tni , δin the value with which the weight should be updated for the nth time and λi ∈ [0, 1] is
a parameter indicating sensitivity to new information. Hereby δin may thus, for example, be
the nth waiting time of an AGV at the node corresponding to vertex xi .
Between vertex weight updates, the vertex weight may remain constant or may increase or
decrease. If the value remains constant between two consecutive updates throughout the
entire simulation, then win−1 (tni ) = win−1 (tn−1
) ∀n ∈ N. The time is then an irrelevant
i
parameter and Equation (4.5) could also be written as win = (1 − λi )win−1 + λi δin .
As soon as the nth translation by an AGV over a path segment is finished, the weight of the
corresponding edge directed from vertex xi to vertex xj is updated according to:


n−1 n
n
n
tij + λij δij
wij
tnij = (1 − λij ) wij

(4.6)

n (tn ) the edge weight
with tnij the time at which the nth edge weight update takes place, wij
ij
n−1 n
th
n
after the n update at time tij , wij (tij ) the edge weight after the (n − 1)th update at time
n the value with which the weight should be updated for the nth time and λ ∈ [0, 1] is
tnij , δij
ij
n may thus, for example, be
a parameter indicating sensitivity to new information. Hereby δij
the time needed for the nth translation over the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ).

Between edge weight updates, the edge weight may remain constant or change. If the value
remains constant between two consecutive updates throughout the entire simulation, then
n−1 n
n−1 n−1
wij
(tij ) = wij
(tij ) ∀n ∈ N. The time is then an irrelevant parameter and Equation
n = (1 − λ )w n−1 + λ δ n .
(4.5) could also be written as wij
ij
ij ij
ij
There are many possibilities for which values are used to update the vertex and edge weights,
and for how the weights change between two consecutive updates. Different versions of the
approach, with different representations of δi ∀xi ∈ V and δij ∀(xi , xj ) ∈ E, have been
implemented in the AgvSorter model. Those versions are described in the coming sections.

4.2

Updated Weights Edges (UWE)

The path planning approach Updated Weights Edges is a version of the basic updated weights
approach, as described in Section 4.1. Only edge weights are updated in this version; all
vertex weights always remain equal to zero. The approach assumes that all AGVs in the
grid have the same maximum translation speed.
The vertex weights do not represent a time it takes to execute some process. These weights
are initialised at zero and remain zero during the entire simulation; win (t) = 0 ∀n ∈ N, ∀t≥0 ,
so they can be left out. Each edge weight represents the time it takes to translate over the
corresponding path segment plus the time it takes to wait at the start node of the segment
before translation may start. The waiting time is incorporated in the edge weight and not
in the vertex weight, since the occurrence of waiting may depend on the direction in which
the AGV desires to travel.
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Initially the weight of an edge in the graph is therefore, as mentioned before in Subsection
4.1.4, equal to the minimum time it takes for an AGV to translate over the path segment,
given by Equation (4.3). This is the minimum time the process of waiting plus translating
takes.
As soon as the nth translation over some path segment finishes, the weight of the corresponding edge (xi , xj ) is updated according to


n−1 n
n
n
wij
tnij = (1 − λ) wij
tij + λδij


n−1 n
= (1 − λ) wij
tij + λ τin + dnij .

(4.7)

Hereby λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter indicating sensitivity to new information, constant over all
edges, τin is the waiting duration at the node corresponding to vertex xi for the nth time an
AGV is planning to translate over the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ) next, and
dnij is the nth translation duration over the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ).
Between two consecutive edge weight updates, the value for the edge weight remains constant.
n = (1 − λ)w n−1 + λ(τ n + dn ). Furthermore
Equation (4.7) can therefore also be written as wij
i
ij
ij
the parameter λ is assumed to be constant throughout an entire simulation run and is
assumed to be equal for all edges. For λ = 0, edge weights do not change throughout a
simulation run. The closer the value for λ is to one, the more heavily edge weight values
may fluctuate over time; for λ = 1 and n ≥ 1 the last measured value for the duration is
used as edge weight without any averaging with previously measured durations.
As shown in Equation (4.7), the time with which an edge weight is updated is equal to:
n
δij
= τin + dnij .

(4.8)

It is composed of the time needed for translation over the corresponding path segment (dnij )
plus the time an AGV spent waiting on the start node of the segment to start the translation,
if it did not yet succeed in reserving the next zone on its path (τin ). Time used for (un)loading
or turning is not included in the duration. Although rotations are not taken into account
here, they are taken into account in the adapted version of the A∗ algorithm used for finding
lowest-cost paths, described in Subsection 4.1.3.
An example of the movements of two AGVs over three zones in a grid and the corresponding
edge weight updates will now be provided based on Figure 4.2. The figure shows the traffic
situation for five instances in time; at each time instance the same situation is displayed
twice. The reserved zones of AGV A are shown in dark orange in the left traffic situation,
while those of AGV B are shown in the right traffic situation. At time t = 0s, AGV A
is waiting at the center of zone 1. AGV B is located at the center of zone 2, starting its
translation towards zone 3. After one second, AGV A is still waiting, since the next zone
on its path is still occupied by AGV B. At t = 2s, AGV B just finished translation over
the green path segment. The time it took AGV B to traverse the green path segment is 2
seconds, since it did not have to wait before translation. Therefore the edge weight of the
edge corresponding to the green segment is updated according to Equation (4.7) with this
most recent duration of 2 seconds. At t = 2s, AGV A just reserved the next zone on its path,
which became possible after AGV B finished translation, and can now start translating over
the red path segment. At t = 3s, AGV A is still translating. At t = 4s, AGV A reaches the
center of zone 2. This is when the translation over the red path segment connecting zones
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1 and 2, finishes. The time it took AGV A to traverse the red path segment is the sum
of the waiting time at the start node (which was 2 seconds, from t = 0s until t = 2s) and
the translation time (which was 2 seconds, from t = 2s until t = 4s), which is 4 seconds.
Therefore the edge weight of the edge corresponding to the red segment is updated according
to Equation (4.7) with this most recent duration of 4 seconds.

(a) t = 0 s

(b) t = 1 s

(c) t = 2 s

(d) t = 3 s

(e) t = 4 s

Figure 4.2: Movements of two AGVs, indicated by A and B, over time. At each time instance,
snapshots of the reserved zones of AGV A (on the left side) and AGV B (on the right
side) are shown in darker orange.

The edge weight of an edge (xi , xj ) is thus only updated when an AGV finishes the translation
over the path segment corresponding to that edge; when an AGV finishes the translation
over another path segment, e.g. corresponding to edge (xj , xk ) connecting vertices xj and
xk , no update of the weight of edge (xi , xj ) takes place.
The approach Updated Weights Edges is based on information from the past, since edge
weights are updated according to achieved waiting durations and translation times on the
path segments corresponding to the edges; future information such as which paths are
planned for other AGVs are not taken into account. If the last update of the weight of
a certain edge took place some time ago, it might be that the edge weight is not a good
representation of the time it would currently take to travel over the edge. If the weight of
that edge is significantly higher than other edge weights, the path segment corresponding
to the edge may be avoided deliberately. To illustrate the occurrence of this phenomenon
for the Updated Weights Edges path planning approach, a heatmap is made displaying the
fraction of time each zone was occupied during one simulation run. Figure 4.3 shows the
occupation heatmap for an orthogonal layout for a simulation with the approach Updated
Weights Edges used for path planning, λ = 0.5 and approximately 10% of all zones being
occupied by AGVs. The darker the color of a zone, the longer it was occupied during the
simulation.
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Figure 4.3: Occupation heatmap for a large orthogonal layout with approximately 10% of the zones
being occupied by AGVs, after a simulation run of 1200s for the Updated Weights Edges
path planning approach with λ = 0.5. The darker the color, the longer the zone was
occupied during the simulation run.

The top right part of Figure 4.3 is displayed again in Figure 4.4 on the left side. The right
side of Figure 4.4 shows a heat map of the edge weights of the top right part of the large
orthogonal layout after 135 seconds of the simulation run time. The darker the color of the
edge, the higher the edge weight. One of the edges has a dark red color; this edge weight is
significantly higher than the weights of the surrounding edges. From that moment on, the
path segment corresponding to that edge will be avoided deliberately; eventually no more
AGVs will traverse the path segment during the simulation. AGVs will move around the
segment by making extra turns; for example the right side of Figure 4.4 shows how the
encircled AGV is guided to its destination over the path displayed in orange, containing
these unnecessary turns. This takes extra, unnecessary, time and decreases the throughput.
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(a) Top right part of Figure 4.3.

(b) Heatmap of edge weights of top right
part of Figure 4.3 after 135 seconds, showing
the path planned for the encircled AGV in
orange.

Figure 4.4: Part of the occupation heatmap of Figure 4.3 and snapshot of the heat map of the edge
weights of the same part after 135s of the simulation run time.

An approach where, over time, edge weights are decreased back to their initial values, is
expected to perform better than the Updated Weights Edges approach.

4.3

Updated Weights Edges Damping (UWED)

The Updated Weights Edges approach can be extended to include damping of the edge
weights over time, back to their initial values. In the Updated Weights Edges approach, the
edge weight after an update remains constant over time as long as there is no AGV finishing
the translation over the path segment corresponding to the edge. When damping is used,
the edge weight decreases over time, back to its initial (minimum) value.
After an edge weight is updated, the damping process starts according to some pre-specified
curve. The value for the edge weight decreases until the initial value for the edge weight,
0 (0) for edge (x , x ) as specified in Equation (4.3), is reached; then the decreasing part of
wij
i j
the damping process is stopped and that value is retained. Since edge weights of different
edges will be updated at different moments in time, it is necessary to keep track of the time
elapsed since the last edge weight update for each edge separately.
An example of how an edge weight is damped back to its initial value depending on the time
elapsed since the last update, is given in Figure 4.5. Here a step function is used for damping.
The time at which the nth edge weight update of edge (xi , xj ) took place is indicated by
tnij , so the value of the weight of edge (xi , xj ) immediately after the nth update took place
n (tn ). This value is retained for T seconds; after this time period the edge
is indicated by wij
ij
0 (0). From then on, as long as no
weight value steps back to the initial edge weight value, wij
n (t − tn ≥ T ) = w 0 (0).
edge weight update takes place, that value will be retained, so wij
ij
ij
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Figure 4.5: Example of how an edge weight changes depending on the time elapsed since the last
update, if no intermediate edge weight update takes place and a step function is used for
damping.

Figure 4.6 displays how the value of the edge weight after an update decreases over time
if a non-linear decreasing function is used to model the decrease in edge weights. It is also
possible to use other (non-)linear damping functions to describe the decreasing part of the
damping process. As can be seen in the figure, the value of the edge weight after the update,
n (tn ), decreases over time until after T seconds the initial edge weight value, w 0 (0), is
wij
ij
ij
reached. From then on, as long as no edge weight update takes place, that value will be
n (t − tn ≥ T ) = w 0 (0).
retained, so wij
ij
ij

Figure 4.6: Example of how an edge weight changes depending on the time elapsed since the last
update, if no intermediate edge weight update takes place and a non-linear decreasing
function is used for damping.

It is possible that a new edge weight update takes place before the edge weight is completely
damped back to its initial value.
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According to Equation (4.7), this implies that, if for example the (n + 1)th translation over
the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ) finishes at tnij + 43 T , then the edge weight
after the update is computed as:

n+1
wij





3
n+1
n
tij + T = wij
tn+1
ij
4


n+1
n
= (1 − λ) wij
tn+1
+ λδij
ij


3
n+1
n
n
= (1 − λ) wij tij + T + λδij
4

(4.9)

n (tn ) ≥ w n (tn + 3 T ) ≥ w 0 (0). The value for w n (tn + 3 T ) when using the non-linear
with wij
ij
ij ij
ij
ij ij
4
4
curve as specified in Figure 4.6 is indicated in the figure. When using a step function as in
n (tn + 3 T ) = w n (tn ).
Figure 4.5 to describe the damping process, then wij
ij
ij ij
4

If the (n + 1)th translation over the path segment corresponding to edge (xi , xj ) would be
finished at t ≥ tnij + T , e.g. at tnij + 2T , then the edge weight after the update would be
computed as:




n+1
n+1 n
tij + 2T = wij
tn+1
wij
ij


n+1
n
= (1 − λ) wij
tn+1
+ λδij
ij

n+1
n
= (1 − λ) wij
tnij + 2T + λδij

(4.10)

n+1
0
= (1 − λ) wij
(0) + λδij
n (t − tn ≥ T ) = w 0 (0).
since wij
ij
ij

4.4

Updated Weights Edges Unoccupied Damping (UWEUD)

It is possible that immediately after the nth translation over a path segment finishes, so
immediately after an update of the weight of the corresponding edge takes place, a new
AGV arrives to the start node of the path segment, and has to wait before it can start to
translate over the segment. When the approach Updated Weights Edges Damping is used
for path planning, the weight of the edge is decreased back to the initial, minimum, value
while the AGV is waiting at the start node. Since the weight decreases, it becomes more
attractive to plan new paths over the path segment corresponding to this edge, even though
an AGV is still waiting there.
To prevent this from happening, damping of the weight of an edge should not be allowed
to occur as long as there is an AGV present at the (start node of the) corresponding path
segment. In the Updated Weights Edges Unoccupied Damping approach, damping of an
edge weight only occurs if there is no AGV currently translating over the path segment
corresponding to the edge and if there is no AGV present at the start node of the segment,
planning to translate over the segment next.
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To clarify when edge weight updates take place and when damping occurs, an example of
how AGVs move over time is provided in Figure 4.7. The figure contains 13 snapshots of
six zones over a time period of 7.5s. Two AGVs translate over the zones within this time
period.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
t=0.0s t=0.4s t=0.7s t=1.5s t=2.5s t=3.3s t=4.3s t=4.5s t=4.7s t=5.2s t=5.4s t=6.0s t=7.5s

Figure 4.7: Movements of two AGVs over time. At each time instance, a snapshot of the positions
of the loaded (green) and/or not loaded (red) AGV in six grid elements is shown.

How the weight of the edge corresponding to the red path segment in Figure 4.7 changes
over time is shown in Figure 4.8. A linear function is used to decrease the edge weights in
the damping process. The parameter λ is equal to 0.5.

Figure 4.8: Value of weight of edge (x2 , x3 ) corresponding to the red path segment in Figure 4.7 over
time, for a linear decrease in the damping process and for λ = 0.5.

At t = 0.0s, the start time of the simulation, the loaded (green) AGV is located at the start
node of the red path segment. From there, it will start translating. It reaches the end point
of the red path segment at t = 0.7s. An edge weight update of the edge corresponding to the
1 = 0.7s and
red path segment takes place according to Equation (4.7) for n = 1, λ = 0.5, δ23
1
t23 = 0.7s. From that moment on, the value of the edge weight will be decreased linearly
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in the damping process. As time passes by, the loaded (green) AGV moves out of the six
grid elements and the not loaded (red) AGV moves in. The damping process continues. At
t = 4.3s, the not loaded (red) AGV is located just before the start node of the red path
segment; damping of the weight of the edge corresponding to the red segment still occurs.
At t = 4.5s, the start node of the red path segment is reached. The damping process of the
edge corresponding to the red path segment is stopped, since the start node of that segment
is occupied by an AGV planning to move over the segment next. As long as the AGV is
present at the start node, or translating over the red path segment, damping is prohibited.
As soon as the AGV reaches the end node, which occurs at t = 5.2s, an edge weight update
2 = 0.7s and t2 = 5.2s, and
takes place, according to Equation (4.7) for n = 2, λ = 0.5, δ23
23
damping starts again.

4.5

Updated Weights with re-planning

For the approaches explained in the previous sections, Updated Weights Edges, Updated
Weights Edges Damping and Updated Weights Edges Unoccupied Damping, the path planned
from source O to destination D is static; it does not change at any moment in time once
planned. However, the paths planned can be relatively long; it is possible that once the AGV
has traveled half of its path, the edge weights have changed in such a way that it would be
better for the AGV to continue on a path that is different from the planned path to reach
its destination D.
By re-planning the path from the current AGV position to destination D after the traversal
of every ∆Z zones, the path planned from source O to destination D becomes dynamic; it
can change based on recently gained information regarding the edge weights. It is possible
that an AGV has to wait for a relatively long time at some node, or that it moves over its
path at a relatively low speed. Therefore re-planning of the path also occurs if (re-)planning
has not occurred in the last ∆t seconds.
Since an AGV should always be able to come to a halt within the zones it has reserved,
re-planning occurs not exactly from the current AGV position but from the end of the zones
it has reserved. To illustrate this, Figure 4.9 shows a snapshot of a layout and one AGV
present in the layout for which re-planning occurs every ∆Z = 10 zones. The moment in time
when the 10th zone has just been reserved, is displayed. Since ∆Z = 10, re-planning takes
place now; the lowest-cost path starting from zone 10 and ending at zone 25 is re-computed
and will be followed from then on.

Figure 4.9: Overview of path and reserved zones in path for AGV present at the 7th zone of its path
in grid. This is the moment when re-planning takes place from the 10th zone in the path
until the destination, if ∆Z = 10.
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After another ∆Z = 10 zones of the path have been traversed, another re-planning of the
path takes place. As soon as the 20th zone is reserved, at the moment in time when the
system looks as in Figure 4.10, the lowest-cost path starting from zone 20 and ending at
zone 25 is re-computed and will be followed from then on.

Figure 4.10: Overview of the path and reserved zones in path for AGV present at the 17th zone of
its path in grid. This is the moment when re-planning takes place from the 20th zone
in the path until the destination, if ∆Z = 10.

4.6

Updated Weights Vertices Damping Edges (UWVDE)

For Updated Weights Edges, Updated Weights Edges Damping and Updated Weights Edges
Unoccupied Damping, the waiting time that an AGV experiences before it can start translating over a path segment, is part of the time used to update the edge weight of the next
segment on the path of the AGV. Since the occurrence of waiting is dependent on the direction the AGV wants to move to, this may seem fair. However, if an AGV has to wait at a
node for a longer time period, other AGVs that also want to cross that node (even though
their path may proceed in a different direction) have to wait as well. Upon planning, a path
not containing any segments with relatively high weights of the corresponding edges, may
then seem attractive (since it is of lowest cost), but may not be attractive upon execution.
An example of this situation is provided in Figure 4.11. The figure shows the heatmap of the
edge weights of a snapshot taken from a simulation performed with Updated Weights Edges
Unoccupied Damping. The higher the value of the edge weight, the darker the color of the
edge in the heatmap. The path planned for the encircled AGV is shown in orange. The
path crosses the area enclosed by a red rectangle, shown on the left side of the figure. Many
AGVs are waiting in this area, trying to move downwards. The previously measured waiting
plus translation times along their paths are relatively high; the edges in the red area directed
from top to bottom, have a red color. Along the planned path for the encircled AGV, edge
weights are relatively low; the edges have a white or light yellow color. The movement of
the encircled AGV along its path will however, most probably, be delayed when it arrives
near the area enclosed by the red rectangle, since an AGV is waiting at one of the nodes
of its path. Moving over another path, for example the path displayed in blue on the right
side of the figure, might therefore take less time; but that path is not selected since the edge
weights of the currently chosen path are lower.
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(a) The path of the encircled AGV moving from
the source at the bottom right to the destination
at the top left, is displayed in orange. The area
enclosed by the red rectangle shows an area with
high edge weights in one direction (from top to
bottom).

(b) The original path of the encircled AGV is
shown in orange, and a path, starting at the
last zone reserved by the AGV, of which execution may take less time than the original path, is
shown in blue.

Figure 4.11: Heatmap of edge weights of snapshot of simulation for path planning approach Updated
Weights Edges Unoccupied Damping. The higher the edge weight, the darker the color
of the edge.

The edge weights along the planned path of the AGV thus seem to give a too optimistic
estimate of the time it takes to travel along the corresponding path segments; it would
probably be more fair to let the waiting time of an AGV at a node have an effect on paths in
all directions, instead of just one direction. It may therefore be better to, instead of updating
the edge weights with the duration of waiting plus translating, update the vertex weights
with the duration of waiting and update the edge weights with the duration of translating.
This is done in the path planning approach Updated Weights Vertices Damping Edges.
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For this approach, the waiting time of an AGV plus the time needed for (un)loading at a node
corresponding to a vertex, is used to update the vertex weight. Also the (un)loading time
is taken into account, since the process of (un)loading causes delay for AGVs immediately
behind the (un)loading AGV. This was not done for the approaches mentioned before, since
the (un)loading time at a node is not a direction-dependent property.
The translation time of an AGV over a path segment corresponding to an edge, is used to
update the edge weight. Vertex weights are damped over time (back to zero), while edge
weights are not. The weight of a vertex thus represents the (un)loading plus waiting time at
the corresponding node, and the weight of an edge represents the translation time over the
corresponding path segment.
Initially the weight of an edge in the graph is, as mentioned before in Subsection 4.1.4, equal
to the minimum time it takes for an AGV to translate over the path segment. This is the
minimum time the process of translation takes. As soon as the nth translation over a path
segment finishes, the weight of the corresponding edge (xi , xj ) is updated according to


n−1 n
n
n
tij + λδij
wij
tnij = (1 − λ) wij

n−1 n
= (1 − λ) wij
tij + λdnij .

(4.11)

Between two consecutive edge weight updates, the value for the edge weight remains constant.
n = (1 − λ)w n−1 + λdn . Furthermore the
Equation (4.7) can therefore also be written as wij
ij
ij
parameter λ is assumed to be constant throughout an entire simulation run and is assumed
to be equal for all edges and vertices.
Initially the weight of each vertex in the graph is equal to zero. As soon as an AGV leaves
a node, the weight of the corresponding vertex xi in the graph is updated with the duration
of (un)loading plus waiting that took place at the node before the AGV could start moving
away. If a node is left by an AGV for the nth time, the weight of the corresponding vertex
xi is updated according to
win (tni ) = (1 − λ) win−1 (tni ) + λδin
= (1 − λ) win−1 (tni ) + λ (τin + βin )

(4.12)

with βin the (un)loading duration at the node corresponding to vertex xi for an AGV crossing
the node for the nth time. After a vertex weight is updated, the damping process starts
according to some pre-specified curve. The value for the vertex weight decreases until the
initial value for the vertex weight, zero, is reached; then the decreasing part of the damping
process is stopped and that value is retained. Since vertex weights of different vertices will be
updated at different moments in time, it is necessary to keep track of the time elapsed since
the last vertex weight update for every vertex separately. Similar to the damping of edge
weights for Updated Weights Edges Damping, the vertex weights can be damped according
to different functions such as a step function or a (non-)linear decreasing function, where the
initial value is reached after T seconds.
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4.7

Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping Edges (UWPVDE)

For all versions of the basic updated weights approach mentioned before, updating of a vertex
or edge weight is only done áfter a translation and/or waiting process finishes. If an AGV
is waiting (or (un)loading) at a node for a long time, it thus takes a long time before the
waiting (plus (un)loading) time is used to update a vertex or edge weight. This may lead to
situations where AGVs are accumulating around an AGV that is waiting (or (un)loading)
at a node (or at the start node of a path segment) of which the vertex (or edge) weight is
relatively low.
Figure 4.12 shows a heatmap of the vertex weights for snapshots taken at eight different
time instances, in a simulation with Updated Weights Vertices Damping Edges for λ = 0.25
and a non-linear damping function for the vertex weights. The darker the color of a zone,
the higher the weight of the corresponding vertex. At time t = 12.4s, the encircled AGV
is driving along its path, almost reaching a node with weight of the corresponding vertex
equal to zero. After reaching the node, the AGV starts waiting. While waiting, more and
more AGVs enter the area around the encircled AGV and start waiting as well. Eventually,
at t = 49s, the encircled AGV can reserve the next zone on its path and start translating.
The weight of the vertex corresponding to the node where the AGV was waiting, is updated
with a waiting duration of 36.5s (from 12.5 until 49s). This causes a significant increase in
vertex weight: from 0s to 9.125s. Afterwards, the damping process starts and the vertex
weight starts decreasing again.

(a) t = 12.4s

(b) t = 14.3s

(c) t = 19.8s

(d) t = 27.7s

(e) t = 34.1s

(f) t = 39.5s

(g) t = 49.1s

(h) t = 53.6s

Figure 4.12: Heatmap of the vertex weights for snapshots taken at eight different time instances,
in a simulation with Updated Weights Vertices Damping Edges for λ = 0.25 and a
non-linear damping function for the vertex weights.
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As can be seen in Figure 4.12, it takes a long time before AGVs waiting at nodes have an
effect on the weights of the corresponding vertices. This causes other AGVs to accumulate
around the waiting AGVs, probably increasing the waiting time even more. If the vertex
weight of the node where an AGV is waiting, would be ‘updated preliminarily’ as soon as
the waiting time becomes larger than the vertex weight, this situation may be avoided. The
Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping Edges approach does this: it updates and
damps vertex and edge weights similar to the Updated Weights Vertices Damping Edges
approach ánd, if an AGV is waiting or (un)loading at a node for a long time already, the
weight of the corresponding vertex is ‘preliminarily updated’; it is updated already before
the AGV finishes waiting and leaves the node.
If an AGV is waiting or (un)loading at a node for a time period that is longer than the weight
of the corresponding vertex, then the weight of the corresponding vertex is increased to the
value that it would get after an update, if the waiting or (un)loading process would finish
now. If the AGV finishes waiting, i.e. as soon as it can reserve the next zone on its path,
the weight of the vertex is equal to the value it would have after an update in a situation
without ‘preliminary updating’.
So, as soon as the sum of the waiting and (un)loading time of an AGV at a node becomes
larger than the weight of the corresponding vertex xi (i.e. as soon as t − tn−1
> win−1 (t)),
i
the vertex weight is ‘preliminarily updated’ according to
wipre−n (t) = (1 − λ) win−1 (t) + λδipre−n (t)


= (1 − λ) win−1 (t) + λ τipre−n (t) + βipre−n (t)

(4.13)

with wipre−n (t) the weight at time t of the vertex xi that is ‘preliminarily updated’ until
the corresponding node is left for the nth time, δipre−n (t) is the value with which the vertex
weight is ‘preliminarily updated’, τipre−n (t) is the waiting time of the currently waiting or
(un)loading AGV at this node so far and βipre−n (t) is the (un)loading time of the currently
waiting or (un)loading AGV at this node so far. At the moment in time when the AGV
leaves the node, at tni , the weight of the vertex is equal to the value that the weight would
have without ‘preliminary update’: wipre−n (tni ) = win (tni ).
To illustrate the effect of ‘preliminary vertex weight updating’, Figure 4.13 shows how the
weight of a vertex x1 changes over time for a situation where:
• Until t = 20.0s, one vertex weight update took place, meaning that one AGV has
crossed the corresponding node so far. The weight of vertex x1 , w11 (20), is equal to
4.000s at t = 20s. The damping process causes the weight to decrease linearly.
• At t = 20.5s, an AGV starts waiting at the node corresponding to vertex x1 .
• At t = 25.5s, the AGV ends waiting at the node corresponding to vertex x1 : it leaves
the node, and the weight w1 is updated with a waiting duration of 5 seconds to w12 (25.5).
Without ‘preliminary updates’, the damping process causes the initial vertex weight to be
reached at t = 24.0s. One and a half seconds later an update of the vertex weight takes
place. The value of w12 (25.5) depends on the parameter λ selected; for λ = 0.25 it is equal to
1.25 and for λ = 0.75 it is equal to 3.75. The left side of Figure 4.13 shows how the vertex
weight changes over time for Updated Weights Vertices Damping Edges, without ‘preliminary
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updates’. The right side of Figure 4.13 shows how the vertex weight changes over time for
Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping Edges, with ‘preliminary updates’.
With ‘preliminary updates’, the vertex weight does not reach the value zero in the time
interval displayed (since λ > 0 here). At t = 22.25s, the vertex weight becomes equal to
the waiting time of the AGV at the corresponding node. From that moment on, the waiting
time becomes larger than the vertex weight and ‘preliminary updating’ of the vertex weight
takes place.

(a) No ‘preliminary updating’, λ = 0.25

(b) With ‘preliminary updating’, λ = 0.25

(c) No ‘preliminary updating’, λ = 0.75

(d) With ‘preliminary updating’, λ = 0.75

Figure 4.13: Clarification of how the weight of vertex x1 changes over time, with and without ‘preliminary updating’ of vertex weights.

As can be seen in the subfigures shown on the right of Figure 4.13, ‘preliminary updating’ may
occur with different slopes (only for λ ∈ {0, 1} this is not the case). A slope change occurs at
t = 24s; at the moment that the decreasing part of the damping process stops if ‘preliminary
updating’ is not applied, since the vertex weight has become equal to zero. Until that moment
in time, whether the vertex weight increases or decreases due to ‘preliminary updating’ and
with which slope, is determined by both the decrease rate of the damping process and the
increase rate due to the ‘preliminary update’ (determined by the parameter λ). After that
moment in time, the vertex weight increases with a slope that is only determined by the
increase rate due to the ‘preliminary update’ (determined by the parameter λ).
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Deadlock Recovery
Due to the ‘preliminary updating’ of vertex weights, deadlock recovery can occur (if replanning is enabled with ∆t < ∞). Figure 4.14 shows how vertex weights of all AGVs waiting
in a deadlock situation change over time; the darker the colors of the zones in the heatmap,
the higher the weights of the corresponding vertices. Due to ‘preliminary updating’, the
weights of the vertices corresponding to the nodes where the AGVs in deadlock are currently
waiting, increase over time.

(a) After 10s

(b) After 20s

(c) After 30s

Figure 4.14: Heatmap of the vertex weights for three snapshots in a simulation with Updated Weights
Preliminary Vertices Damping Edges for λ = 0.25.

Figure 4.15 shows the initial path of the encircled AGV, part of the deadlock situation, on
the left side. Since this AGV (as well as the other AGVs in deadlock) is waiting for another
AGV in deadlock on its path, the weight of (at least) one of the vertices on its path starts
to increase. After a while, upon re-planning, another path starting in a different direction,
under the condition that it exists, may become more attractive. For the situation depicted
in Figure 4.14 with a re-planning period of 10 seconds, that occurs after 30s; then the path
shown on the right side of Figure 4.15 is selected upon re-planning and deadlock recovery
takes place.

(a) From start simulation until
re-planning attempt at t = 30s

(b) After re-planning attempt
at t = 30s

Figure 4.15: Path of encircled AGV in two snapshots of simulation with Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping Edges for λ = 0.25 and re-planning period ∆t = 10s.
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In some situations, it is not possible to recover from deadlocks, for example for the situation
depicted in Figure 4.16. The three waiting unloaded AGVs (shown in dark red) have to
reach the pick-up location where the waiting loaded AGV (shown in green) is located. Upon
re-planning, the AGV located at the right bottom of the deadlock is the only AGV for which
a path starting in a different direction may be selected. However, for that AGV only one
shortest-time path to its destination will be found and therefore another path will not be
selected. This deadlock will therefore not be recovered upon re-planning. For some layouts,
deadlock recovery is therefore not possible without a separate algorithm.

Figure 4.16: Situation where it is not possible to recover from deadlocks. All waiting unloaded AGVs
(shown in red) have to reach the pick-up location where the waiting loaded AGV (shown
in green) is located. The white arrows indicate the driving direction of each AGV.

4.8

Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping (UWPVD)

For all versions of the basic updated weights approach mentioned before, the edge weights
are updated with the translation time (optionally in addition to the time an AGV spent
waiting to start translation). The translation time of an AGV over a path segment may
differ due to necessary accelerations and decelerations, needed to e.g. make a turn, come
to a halt at the destination or come to a halt at the end of the zones currently reserved
by the AGV. Since turning costs are incorporated in the A∗ algorithm, and waiting and
(un)loading durations are incorporated in the vertex weights, it is probably not necessary to
take into account the accelerations and decelerations associated with these processes, in the
edge weights. The approach Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping therefore does
not update the edge weights.
An advantage of this is that it is no longer necessary for all AGVs in the grid to have the
same maximum speed; since the edge weights are not updated, they remain equal to the
initial edge weights throughout the entire simulation. If the edge weights are initialized per
AGV according to Equation (4.3), with vmaxAGV in Equation (4.4) equal to the maximum
speed of the AGV, it becomes possible for the path planning approach to cope with AGVs
with different maximum speeds.

4.9

Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping First (UWPVDF)

The approach used for traffic control may locally determine who goes first at an intersection.
It is possible that this approach gives priority to e.g. moving AGVs. If that is the case,
it is possible that a situation such as in Figure 4.17 occurs. The figure shows a heatmap
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of the vertex weights for a snapshot in a simulation with Updated Weights Preliminary
Vertices Damping. On the right side of the figure, the path of the encircled AGV is shown in
orange. The AGV has been waiting at its current location for a long time already, thereby
preliminarily increasing the weight of the node at which it is waiting. It has to wait for
AGVs coming from below, moving towards the top. Since these AGVs already have a speed,
they may go first.

(a) No path shown

(b) Path of encircled AGV is shown in orange

Figure 4.17: Heatmap of the vertex weights for a snapshot in a simulation with UWPVD for λ =
0.25 and a non-linear damping function for the vertex weights.

Even though the AGV has been waiting for a long time already, upon re-planning another
path will most probably not be selected: the weight of the next node on its path is not
increasing, since no AGV is waiting there for a long time (since the AGVs that pass by are
moving and do not have to wait (long) at that node). It might, however, be more beneficial if
the AGV would follow another path, for example if the encircled AGV in Figure 4.17 would
make a turn to the left now instead of continuing to wait to go straight. This can be achieved
if upon re-planning, if an AGV has been waiting for a relatively long time period already (i.e.
if ‘preliminary updating’ has started), the preliminary increase in vertex weight is added to
the weight of the first edge of the ‘old’ path from there (i.e. the path before re-planning).
This is what happens for the Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping First approach.
Since it is an extension of the approach Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping,
also this approach can cope with AGVs with different maximum speeds.
Deadlock recovery
When this approach is used, deadlock recovery can occur, similar to Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping (Edges), but more quickly. Besides an increase in one of the
vertex weights of the ‘old’ path caused by another AGV waiting in deadlock, also the (possibly) increased weight of the first edge of the ‘old’ path is taken into account upon re-planning
after ∆t seconds. The weight of the ‘old’ path of the AGV (as displayed on the left side
of Figure 4.15) may therefore become higher upon re-planning, making it more attractive
to select another path. For the start situation shown on the left side of Figure 4.15, the
path shown on the right side of Figure 4.15 is selected already after the re-planning attempt
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at t = 20s for the Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping First approach. The
heatmap of the vertex weights for t = 30s therefore changes; the right side of Figure 4.18
shows the heatmap after t = 30s when the approach Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices
Damping First is used.

(a) After 10s

(b) After 20s

(c) After 30s

Figure 4.18: Heatmap of the vertex weights for three snapshots in a simulation with Updated Weights
Preliminary Vertices Damping First for λ = 0.25.
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5

Implementation of approaches in the simulation model

The different versions of the basic updated weights approach as described in Chapter 4 have
been implemented in the simulation model of the AgvSorter in MATLAB. In this chapter,
the verification and validation steps carried out to determine whether all approaches have
been implemented correctly, are described.

5.1

Verification of implementation approaches in the simulation model

To determine whether the path planning approaches mentioned in Chapter 4 are implemented
correctly, some verification steps have been carried out.
The simulation model contains a visualization; during a simulation the movements of all
AGVs on the grid layout can be followed. Also a.o. planned paths, reserved zones, edge
and vertex weight values and anti-pheromone levels can be inspected in the visualization.
Different test layouts have been created to assess visually whether the AGVs, paths and
weights behave as expected. Hereby also simulations with one AGV in the grid have been
executed.
It has been verified whether the vertex and edge weights are updated (and damped) at the
right moment in time and to the correct values. Furthermore it has been verified whether
the output of the A∗ algorithm implemented is indeed (one of the) lowest-cost paths and
whether the turning costs are taken into account correctly. Also edge cases, simulations with
one of the input parameters (or a combination of those) equal to a boundary value, e.g.
λ = 0, λ = 1, T = 0 and pturn = 0, have been carried out and assessed.
Also the results for different versions of the updated weights path planning approach, for the
same other input parameters, can be used for verification purposes.
For λ = 0, the edge and vertex weights should not change throughout the simulation; they
have to remain equal to the initial weight values. The results for different path planning
approaches with the same initial values for the weights, should then be equal. This holds for
the simulations carried out.
For λ = 0, the performance of a version of the updated weights approach is not necessarily
the same as the performance of a shortest-distance approach using the adapted version of
A∗ presented in 4.1.3, called Normal Shortest Path from now on. This can be explained by
the differences between the ratio of the ‘cost to traverse an edge’ and the ‘cost to rotate’.
For an updated weights approach, the cost to travel along an edge for λ = 0 is, according
to Equation (4.3), equal to the physical distance of the path segment corresponding to the
edge divided by the maximum speed that can be reached. The turning cost per radian
is, according to Equation (4.2), equal to the inverse of the maximum rotation speed of an
AGV. For the Normal Shortest Path approach, the cost to travel along an edge is equal to
the physical distance of the corresponding path segment. The turning cost is equal to a
constant; two in the simulations performed here. For the performance to be the same, the
ratios between traversal cost and rotation cost should be equal. This is only achieved if, for
each AGV and ∀(xi , xj ) ∈ E:
sij /vijmax
sij
=
1/ωAGV
2

→
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vijmax
= 2.
ωAGV

(5.1)

By changing the input parameters for the maximum speed that can be reached at each path
segment and the maximum rotation speed of each AGV, it has been verified whether indeed
the results of the simulations are the same if Equation (5.1) holds.
The performance of the Normal Shortest Path approach without re-planning is not necessarily exactly equal to the performance of the approach with re-planning. This is caused by
randomness present in the model when there are multiple shortest-distance paths from O
to D. One of those is then selected at random, and different paths may thus be selected in
different simulations, resulting in different throughputs.

5.2

Validation of implementation approaches in the simulation model

The simulation model of the AgvSorter in MATLAB is still being developed; it does not
yet provide an accurate representation of the behavior of an AGV system in the real-world.
Currently, for example, communication between AGVs and the central controller is assumed
to take place without delays and/or information loss. Furthermore, in the simulations there
are always parcels to be picked up at the pick-up locations and parcels can always be dropped
off as soon as an AGV arrives to a drop-off location. AGVs never run out of energy and never
break down. Therefore the throughputs achieved in the simulations form an upper bound on
the performance expected in ‘real-life’ situations where e.g. communication delays, battery
management and breakdowns play a role.
Although the absolute results of the simulations are not a proper measure of the throughputs in ‘real-life’ situations, if one approach performs better than another approach in the
simulation model this is also expected to be the case in the real world. The absolute throughputs will thus not be assessed, but the relative throughputs will be used to to assess which
approach performs best for the AgvSorter system.
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6

Results of simulations for different path planning approaches

In this chapter, results are provided for the different versions of the updated weights path
planning approach described in Chapter 4. First, the input parameters used to generate the
results, are provided. Then the resulting throughputs for different path planning approaches
and other input parameters, are presented and discussed. An attempt will be made to
explain the results and to evaluate which path planning approach performs best in which
situation. Furthermore, it is described how confidence intervals should be evaluated; when
one approach is considered to be better than another approach.

6.1

Input parameters for simulations

The input parameters for the simulations executed to evaluate the performance of the different versions of the basic updated weights approach, are provided in this section. First,
the grid layouts used for the simulations are provided, together with some values for layoutspecific input parameters. Then the input parameters selected to reduce random and structural errors, are described.
6.1.1

Layouts used for simulations

Performance will be assessed for four different layouts: GridSorter, Fleet, Airport and BeeHive. GridSorter is an orthogonal layout containing relatively many intersections, Fleet and
Airport are layouts containing relatively long paths with options to switch between those,
and BeeHive is a hexagonal1 layout containing relatively many intersections. The number of
paths from source O to destination D for Fleet is limited, for Airport there are some more
options, and for GridSorter and BeeHive there are many path options from O to D. The
layouts GridSorter, Fleet, Airport and BeeHive are displayed in respectively Figures 6.1,
6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. Multiple layouts are assessed since the performance of the path planning
approaches may differ depending on the number of different paths available to travel from
O to D, and the shape of the zones.

1

Patent pending
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Figure 6.1: Layout GridSorter.

The layout GridSorter has 20 × 20 zones of size 1 × 1 m2 . It has eight pick-up locations
located at the sides of the grid, all belonging to the same set, and 144 drop-off locations
located around the obstacles in the grid. The four drop-off locations located around one
obstacle form a set. Both the loading and unloading processes take 1 second of time. The
maximum speed of the AGVs in the grid is limited to 1 m/s. The maximum rotation speed
that can be reached is 12 π rad/s.
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Figure 6.2: Layout Fleet.

The layout Fleet contains zones of 2 × 2 m2 . It has three pick-up locations; the one on the
right side is rarely used; only in 2% of all cases. There are 21 drop-off locations; the one
located directly in front of the right pick-up location is only used in combination with that
pick-up location. All pick-up and drop-off locations belong to their own set. The loading
and unloading processes take different amounts of time: a job is loaded on-the-fly, meaning
the loading time equals zero seconds, but is not unloaded on-the-fly; the unloading time is
equal to two seconds. The maximum speed of the AGVs in the grid is limited to 2.5 m/s.
The maximum rotation speed that can be reached is 41 π rad/s.
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Figure 6.3: Layout Airport.

The layout Airport contains zones of 1 × 1 m2 . It has four pick-up locations, belonging to
the same set, and ten drop-off locations, belonging to the same group. The layout contains a
loop with four ‘main’ paths; switching between paths can take place at each corner. Both the
loading and unloading processes take 1 second of time. The maximum speed of the AGVs
in the grid is limited to 1.25 m/s. The maximum rotation speed that can be reached is 14 π
rad/s.
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Figure 6.4: Layout BeeHive.

The layout BeeHive contains hexagonal zones with a height of 1 m. It has six pick-up
locations located at the sides of the grid, all belonging to the same set, and 114 drop-off
locations located around the obstacles in the grid. The six drop-off locations located around
one obstacle form a set. Both the loading and unloading processes take 1 second of time.
The maximum speed of the AGVs in the grid is limited to 1 m/s. The maximum rotation
speed that can be reached is 21 π rad/s.
The damping process in the simulations carried out for UWED, UWEUD, UWVDE, UWPVDE and UWPVDF occurs according to a non-linear function as shown in Figure 4.6 with
T dependent on the average length of the path segments in the layout and the maximum
speed that can be reached by the AGVs:

T = 10 ∗

1
|E|

P

(xi ,xj )∈E sij

vmaxAGV

.

(6.1)

So T is the minimum time needed for an AGV to complete the traversal of ten average sized
path segments. Only this value for T has been studied; determining whether other values of
T give a better performance is something for further research.
The average path lengths in the layouts when using the Normal Shortest Path approach
without re-planning, are respectively 15, 25, 25 and 7 for GridSorter, Fleet, Airport and
BeeHive. To verify whether re-planning improves the performance of the path planning
approaches, a periodic re-planning period of ∆Z = 5 zones is used, such that re-planning
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occurs frequently. Furthermore re-planning also occurs if (re-)planning has not occurred in
the last ∆t = 10 seconds. Other values for ∆Z and ∆t may result in a different performance;
it is something for further research to identify the best possible values of ∆Z and ∆t for
each set of input parameters.
The performance of the different path planning approaches for the four layouts will be
assessed for different AGV densities. As mentioned in Section 2.1, up to 20% of the zones in
the grid may be occupied by AGVs. Therefore performance will be evaluated for occupation
percentages of 10 and 20 for both system layouts.
The performance of the newly implemented approaches is also compared to the performance
of the two path planning approaches that were already implemented in the model: the antipheromone ant colony approach described in Subsection 3.3, called Pheromone Based from
now on, and the shortest-distance approach using the adapted A∗ algorithm with turning
costs, called Normal Shortest Path.
6.1.2

Input parameters to reduce errors

Simulations are performed for each path planning approach described in Chapter 4. The
most important parameter to extract from a simulation run is the throughput achieved
during the run in [drops/hr]. The throughput achieved is not only dependent on the path
planning approach used, but also on e.g. the system layout, dispatching rules and traffic
control algorithms. Therefore the simulations carried out to assess the performance of the
path planning approaches, are performed while keeping all algorithms and parameters in the
model, except for the path planning approach, constant.
The throughput achieved in a simulation run may be influenced by e.g. the run time of the
simulation. Furthermore random effects may have an influence; for example which path is
selected for an AGV is determined at random when two paths have equal lowest costs. It is
possible that the performance of one path planning approach with respect to another path
planning approach is assessed incorrectly due to these influences, or errors. The influence of
these errors on the resulting throughput of a simulation run, can be decreased as follows:
• Random error. This error arises due to random choices in a simulation run. It can be
decreased by performing multiple simulations and then average the throughput over
these simulation runs to compute the sample mean throughput. The more simulations
are performed, the closer the sample mean throughput will be to the actual mean
throughput (that would result by taking the average over an infinite number of infinitely
long simulation runs).
• Structural error. This error arises when factors such as the (un)loading duration of
an AGV have a significant influence on the throughput achieved in a simulation run.
For example if the run time of a simulation is shorter than the (un)loading duration,
the resulting throughput of the simulation will be zero, which may be smaller than
the actual mean throughput. The influence of this type of error can be decreased by
increasing the run time of a simulation. Furthermore, also deadlocks occurring in a
simulation cause a structural error: a deadlock always negatively impacts the achieved
throughput. Disregarding simulations in which deadlocks occur is a possible solution
to reduce this type of error.
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To reduce the random error as much as possible, it would be beneficial to run an infinite
number of simulations for each set of input parameters, and then average the throughput over
these simulation runs. On the other hand, since multiple simulations have to be performed
for multiple path planning approaches and the computation capacity of a laptop or server
is limited, a small sample size would be desirable. It is therefore necessary to find a good
trade-off such that both the random error and the computation time needed on a laptop or
server to execute all simulations, are acceptable.
For N samples, so for N simulations performed for one set of input parameters, the sample
mean throughput µ∗ can be computed as [29]
µ∗ =

N
1 X
qm
N

(6.2)

m=1

with qm the throughput achieved for sample number, or simulation run number, m. This
mean is an estimator of the mean throughput for one set of input parameters, based on a
sample of size N . The standard error gives an interpretation of the deviation of the sample
mean from the actual mean µ (that would result if the average would be taken over an infinite
number of infinitely long simulation runs). It can be determined as [29]
v
u
u
SE = t

N
X
1
(qm − µ∗ )2
N (N − 1)

(6.3)

m=1

with SE the standard error. For N → ∞, SE → 0 and µ∗ → µ.
Using the standard error, a confidence interval can be established; this is an interval centered
around the sample mean µ∗ containing the actual mean µ with a certain probability. If
the samples are approximately normally distributed and the actual standard deviation is
unknown, the 100(1−α)% confidence interval can be based on the student t distribution [30].
The interval is then given by [31]
µ∗ ± t1−α/2,N −1 SE

(6.4)

where t1−α/2,N −1 is the upper 1 − α/2 critical value for the student t distribution with
N − 1 degrees of freedom and a desired level of confidence 0 < α < 1. The level of confidence
determines the probability that the actual mean is located within the confidence interval [32]:

P µ∗ − t1−α/2,N −1 SE ≤ µ ≤ µ∗ + t1−α/2,N −1 SE ∗ 100% = (1 − α) ∗ 100%.

(6.5)

So the smaller α, the larger (1 − α) ∗ 100% and tα/2,N −1 and thus the wider the confidence
interval.
As mentioned before, the student t distribution assumes that the samples are approximately
normally distributed. The central limit theorem states that for N sufficiently large, the
sampling distribution tends to be normal, regardless of the shape of the data [33]. A value of
N bigger than 30 or 40 is assumed to be large enough [33], therefore at least 40 simulations
will be executed for each set of input parameters.
To reduce structural errors as much as possible, it would be beneficial to let the run time of a
simulation go to infinity. However, a small run time would be beneficial in terms of the needed
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computation time. Therefore a good trade-off should be found such that both the structural
error and the computation time needed on a laptop or server, to carry out all simulations,
are acceptable. Figure 6.5 shows how the results for the normalized achieved throughput
are influenced by the run time of the simulation, for constant other input parameters. The
results are normalized such that the sample mean throughput for a run time of 3000s is
equal to one. The larger the run time, the less spread out the results are. For a run time
of 1200s, the dispersion of the results is within a range of 5% which is deemed acceptable.
Furthermore the throughput achieved per 1200s can nicely be converted to a throughput
per hour, since 1200s= 20min= 13 hr, therefore from now on simulations with a run time of
1200s will be executed. The duration of each process that takes place in a simulation, such
as loading, unloading, translating and turning, is only a minor fraction of this run time.

Figure 6.5: Plot of normalized achieved throughput against simulation run time for one set of input
parameters. The 95% confidence intervals are shown in blue and the individual results
of each simulation are shown in red.

As mentioned before, the traffic control approaches used in the model influence the throughput achieved in a simulation run. To reduce the impact of those approaches as much as
possible, they are not varied over the simulations performed. Furthermore, simulations with
deadlocks are disregarded. Ideally, deadlocks never occur. Unfortunately the deadlock avoidance algorithm that is currently implemented in the simulation model, does not prevent all
deadlocks from occurring. Since AGVs in deadlock stand still until the end of the simulation, the throughput achieved in a simulation with deadlocks may differ significantly from
one without deadlocks. Even though one path planning approach may cause more (almost)
deadlock situations than another, preventing deadlocks from occurring is assumed to be part
of traffic control here and thus simulations with deadlocks are disregarded.
It is possible that it takes a very long time before N = 40 simulations without deadlocks
are executed for one path planning approach, especially if the number of AGVs in the
grid is relatively large. To prevent an unacceptable increase in computation time, at most
Nmax = 80 simulations are executed for each set of input parameters. If the number of
simulations without deadlocks is smaller than N after finishing Nmax simulations, a lower
number of samples is used to define the confidence interval. Care should be taken with
drawing confidence intervals if the number of simulations without deadlock is significantly
smaller than 40; the distribution of the samples is then checked for normality.
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6.2

Evaluation of confidence intervals

To properly evaluate the performance of the different path planning approaches, it is necessary to know when one approach can be considered to be better than another approach.
A two-tailed t test for unpaired data can be executed to test whether the actual mean
throughput for path planning approach 1 is significantly different from the actual mean
throughput for path planning approach 2, or not. Sometimes a t test for paired instead of
unpaired data can be used; if the seeds of the simulations not ending in deadlock are the
same for the two path planning approaches to be compared. However, this is not always
true for the simulations carried out. It is verified whether the null hypothesis H0 : µ1 = µ2
can be rejected against Ha : µ1 6= µ2 . Hereby µ1 is the actual mean throughput when path
planning approach 1 is used in combination with some set of other input parameters, and
µ2 is the actual mean throughput for path planning approach 2 and the same set of other
input parameters. A level of significance of 0.05 is used.
The null hypothesis can be rejected when the p-value is smaller than 0.05, that is when the
overlap of the 95% confidence intervals is no more than one quarter of the average length of
the two confidence intervals [32]. This relationship is sufficiently accurate when both sample
sizes are at least 10 and the confidence interval lengths do not differ by more than a factor
2 [32].

6.3

Effect path planning approach on throughput

Performance tests have been executed for all versions of the basic updated weights approach,
for the four layouts described in Subsection 6.1.1 and for two different percentages of zones
being occupied by AGVs. In this section, first the effect of the parameter λ on the throughput
is discussed. Then the throughputs achieved for different path planning approaches are
presented and discussed.
6.3.1

Effect parameter λ on throughput

The vertex and/or edge weights in the different versions of the updated weights approach
depend on the value selected for the parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore the performance of an
approach may be different when a different value for λ is selected. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show
the results for all versions of the basic updated weights approach for the layout GridSorter
for respectively 10% and 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. For each path planning
approach, the sample mean normalized throughput and 95% confidence interval around that
mean are visible for λ = 0, λ = 0.25, λ = 0.5, λ = 0.75 and λ = 1. The results are normalized
such that in each plot, the sample mean normalized throughput for λ = 0 with re-planning, is
equal to one. The figures show that the dependency on λ is different for different versions of
the basic updated weights approach; for example for Updated Weights Edges λ = 0 gives the
highest sample mean throughput, while for Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping
First λ = 0.25 generates the highest sample mean throughput.
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Figure 6.6: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated weights
approach for various values of λ for the layout GridSorter for 10% of the zones occupied
by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with the 95%
confidence interval around that mean.

Figure 6.7: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated weights
approach for various values of λ for the layout GridSorter for 20% of the zones occupied
by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with the 95%
confidence interval around that mean.
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The results for the layout Fleet for 10% and 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, are
visible in respectively Figures 6.8 and 6.9. For some approaches, such as Updated Weights
Preliminary Vertices Damping with re-planning, all values for λ give similar results. For
other approaches, such as Updated Weights Edges Damping with re-planning, the highest
sample mean throughput is achieved for λ = 0.

Figure 6.8: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated weights
approach for various values of λ for the layout Fleet for 10% of the zones occupied
by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with the 95%
confidence interval around that mean.

Figure 6.9: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated weights
approach for various values of λ for the layout Fleet for 20% of the zones occupied
by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with the 95%
confidence interval around that mean.
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The results for the layout Airport for 10% and 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs,
are visible in respectively Figures 6.10 and 6.11. For all versions of the basic updated weights
approach, λ = 1 results in the highest sample mean throughput.

Figure 6.10: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated
weights approach for various values of λ for the layout Airport for 10% of the zones
occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with
the 95% confidence interval around that mean.

Figure 6.11: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated
weights approach for various values of λ for the layout Airport for 20% of the zones
occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with
the 95% confidence interval around that mean.
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The results for the layout BeeHive for 10% and 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs,
are visible in respectively Figures 6.12 and 6.13. In contrast to the previous figures, Figure
6.13 does not show confidence intervals. The deadlock avoidance algorithm currently implemented in the simulation model of the AgvSorter model often cannot prevent deadlocks from
occurring for this set of input parameters. Many, and for some path planning approaches all,
of the 80 runs that are maximally executed for each set of input parameters therefore end in
deadlock. As mentioned before in Subsection 6.1.2, those are disregarded. The number of
simulations that do not end in deadlock is too small to be able to draw confidence intervals,
therefore the results of the individual measurements are shown.
For 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, for most approaches, λ = 0.25 gives the
highest sample mean throughput. For Updated Weights Edges, however, λ = 0 results in
the highest sample mean throughput. For 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, this
trend is visible as well but more results should be generated before conclusions can be drawn
with certainty.

Figure 6.12: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated
weights approach for various values of λ for the layout BeeHive for 10% of the zones
occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with
the 95% confidence interval around that mean.
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Figure 6.13: Normalized throughput for simulations for different versions of the basic updated
weights approach for various values of λ for the layoutBeeHive for 20% of the zones
occupied by AGVs. Results of individual measurements are shown.

In general, the value for λ generating the highest sample mean throughput differs per path
planning approach selected and per layout.
6.3.2

Resulting throughputs for path planning approaches

In this section, the throughputs achieved for the different versions of the basic updated
weights approach and for the approaches Normal Shortest Path and Pheromone Based, are
presented. For the different versions of the basic updated weights approach, results are
only shown for the value of λ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} generating the highest sample mean
throughput.
Figure 6.14 shows the results for the layout GridSorter. The left side of the plot shows the
results for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, and the right side of the plot shows
the results for 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. For each path planning approach,
the sample mean normalized throughput and 95% confidence interval around that mean are
visible. The results are normalized such that in each plot, the sample mean normalized
throughput for the Normal Shortest Path approach without re-planning for 20% of the zones
being occupied by AGVs, is equal to one. Also the results for 10% of the zones being occupied
by AGVs are normalized to this value, to see the effect of having less AGVs in the system.
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Figure 6.14: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches for the layout GridSorter.
For each path planning approach, the result for the value λ ∈
{0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} generating the highest sample mean throughput, is shown. The
sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean. The left plot shows the results for 10% of the zones being
occupied by AGVs, and the right plot shows the results for 20% of the zones being
occupied by AGVs.

Figure 6.15 shows the normalized results for the layout Fleet.

Figure 6.15: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches for the layout Fleet. For
each path planning approach, the result for the value λ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} generating the highest sample mean throughput, is shown. The sample mean normalized
throughput is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean. The
left plot shows the results for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, and the right
plot shows the results for 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs.
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Figure 6.16 shows the normalized results for the layout Airport.

Figure 6.16: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches for the layout Airport.
For each path planning approach, the result for the value λ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} generating the highest sample mean throughput, is shown. The sample mean normalized
throughput is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean. The
left plot shows the results for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, and the right
plot shows the results for 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs.

Figure 6.17 shows the normalized results for the layout BeeHive. Instead of confidence
intervals, individual measurements are shown for the situation where 20% of the zones are
being occupied by AGVs, since many simulations are disregarded due to deadlocks.
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Figure 6.17: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches for the layout BeeHive.
For each path planning approach, the result for the value λ ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}
generating the highest sample mean throughput, is shown. For 10% of the zones being
occupied by AGVs, the sample mean normalized throughput is shown together with the
95% confidence interval around that mean. The right plot shows the results for 20%
of the zones being occupied by AGVs; hereby each measurement is shown individually.

6.3.3

Discussion of effect path planning approach on throughput

The resulting throughputs for different path planning approaches and other input parameters, are provided in Subsection 6.3.2. In this section, the performance of each approach in
terms of the achieved throughput, is discussed.
Normal Shortest Path (NSP)
The results of the simulations performed for the Normal Shortest Path approach are visible
in Section 6.3.2. All plots are normalized such that the sample mean normalized throughput
achieved for the Normal Shortest Path approach without re-planning for 20% of the zones
being occupied by AGVs, is equal to one.
The performance of the approach does not change significantly when re-planning is applied;
upon re-planning, the shortest-distance path from O to D, most often, remains the shortestdistance path. As explained in Section 5.1, an exception to this is when multiple paths are
of the same, shortest, distance; one of these paths is then selected at random and therefore
the paths selected may differ between simulations.
The throughputs achieved for the approach NSP is higher for 20% than for 10% of the zones
occupied by AGVs for the layouts GridSorter, Fleet and BeeHive. For the layout Airport,
the performance is similar. This can be explained by the locations of the drop-off locations
in the layout; those are situated such that the fourth pick-up location from the left is always
selected for each AGV. For both 10% and 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, this
drop-off location is the bottleneck in the achieved throughput and therefore the performance
is similar.
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Pheromone Based (PB)
The results of the simulations performed for the Pheromone Based path planning approach
are visible in Section 6.3.2.
For a lower AGV density, i.e. for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, the Normal
Shortest Path approach often outperforms the Pheromone Based approach; the layout Airport seems to form an exception. For the other layouts, the number of AGVs in the grid
seems to be so low that AGVs do not hinder each other too much upon driving along their
shortest-distance paths. It is therefore unnecessary to take longer paths, in terms of distance,
to avoid the paths of other AGVs.
For higher AGV densities, the throughputs achieved for the Pheromone Based approach
become higher. For the layouts GridSorter, Fleet and BeeHive, the performance becomes
closer to the performance of the Normal Shortest Path approach. For the layout Airport, the
approach PB outperforms NSP even more for 20% than for 10% of the zones being occupied
by AGVs.
The approach Pheromone Based is often outperformed by some (or all) versions of the basic
updated weights approach. An exception to this is the performance for the layout Airport
for 20% of the zones occupied by AGVs. This is probably caused by the Pheromone Based
approach being future-oriented, while the versions of the updated weights approach are based
on information from the past. For this type of layout and a high AGV density, a futureoriented aproach might perform better. It can, however, also be caused by the dispatching
approach used in the model. Currently, when coupling an AGV to a new job (present at a
specific pick-up location), the job selected is the one present at the pick-up location ‘closest
by’ (according to the path planning approach selected). From that moment on, the pickup location corresponding to the job is selected as destination; upon re-planning it is not
possible to switch to another job at another pick-up location of the same set, even though
the pick-up location ‘closest by’ may change due to changing vertex- and edge weights. For
the Pheromone Based approach, upon selecting a job, some information is already available
regarding how many other AGVs are planning to travel to the same pick-up location (since
anti-pheromones are spread among the entire paths planned for all AGVs). For the versions of
the updated weights approach, this is not known; it is only known where waiting times were
high in the close past. Therefore, for the Pheromone Based approach, jobs are probably
selected at more suitable pick-up locations than for the versions of the updated weights
approach. If, upon re-planning, switching between jobs at pick-up locations would become
possible, probably the job (and pick-up location) selected for each AGV would become more
suitable to the traffic situation near the pick-up location around the pick-up time. This might
increase the throughputs achieved, and decrease the gap between the performance of the PB
approach and the versions of the updated weights approach. Further research should be
conducted to verify whether this indeed decreases the gap. Furthermore it is recommended
to study the performance for other future-oriented approaches.
The performance of the approach often decreases significantly when re-planning is applied.
This can be explained as follows: as soon as a path is planned for an AGV, anti-pheromones
are dropped onto the entire path from source O to destination D. While the path is being traversed, the AGV keeps on dropping anti-pheromones onto the path from its current
location to destination D; the closer a zone in the path is towards an AGV, the more antipheromones are dropped. If re-planning needs to take place, the ‘old’ path selected for the
AGV is full of anti-pheromones (dropped by the AGV itself) which make the path of higher
cost, and therefore less attractive. This often causes a different path than the ‘old path’ to
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be selected upon re-planning; sometimes a path that is much longer or that contains more
turns. Since this is only done to avoid the anti-pheromones dropped by the AGV itself,
this is unnecessary and therefore, since in general it causes the time for an AGV to reach
destination D to increase, the throughput decreases. An advantage of this property is that
the Pheromone Based approach is capable of recovering from deadlock situations; this will
be discussed in the next section.
Versions of the basic updated weights approach (UWE, UWED, UWEUD, UWVDE,
UWPVDE, UWPVD, UWPVDF)
The results of the simulations performed for all versions of the basic updated weights approach are visible in Section 6.3.2. For 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, the
performance of all versions is similar for the layouts Fleet and GridSorter. Small differences
are visible for the layout BeeHive; the approaches UWED, UWPVDE, UWPVD and UWPVDF perform similar to or better than the other versions of the basic updated weights
approach. For the layout Airport, the throughput achieved differs per version of the basic
updated weights approach selected. All versions perform significantly better with than without re-planning. The approaches UWED and UWEUD with re-planning seem to perform
best; closely followed by the approaches UWPVD and UWPVDF with re-planning. Updating edge weights (without any form of damping) therefore seems to negatively impact the
throughput for the layout Airport for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs.
For 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, re-planning seems to have a similar or
larger (positive) impact on the throughput. For the layout GridSorter, some versions of the
updated weights approach perform significantly better with re-planning enabled, while for
10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, no conclusions regarding the difference between
performance with and without re-planning, can be drawn for any version. For the layout
Airport, re-planning increases the throughput by a larger fraction for 20% than for 10% of
the zones being occupied by AGVs. It is hard to draw conclusions for the layout BeeHive
since only a small number of results is available. For the layout Fleet, the performance with
re-planning is similar to the performance without re-planning for both 10% and 20% of the
zones being occupied by AGVs. The approaches UWED and UWEUD form an exception;
with re-planning they perform significantly better than without re-planning.
While for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs for the layout GridSorter, the results
for all versions of the basic updated weights aproach seem to be similar, for 20% differences
are clearly visible. The approaches UWED with re-planning, UWPVD with re-planning and
UWPVDF with re-planning seem to perform best. Also for the layout Airport, some changes
occur: for 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, all versions are outperformed by PB.
The best performing version is the approach UWPVDF with re-planning.
Overall, the version of the basic updated weights approach causing the throughput to be
the highest is the approach Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping First with replanning or the approach Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping with re-planning.
These approaches are never significantly outperformed by another version of the basic updated weights approach, while all other versions are at least once. These approaches are,
however, outperformed by the Pheromone Based approach for the layout Airport for 20% of
the zones being occupied by AGVs, and by the approach Normal Shortest Path for the layout BeeHive for 10% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. Since the throughputs achieved
for the Pheromone Based and Normal Shortest Path approaches are a lot lower for some
other layouts and AGV occupation densities, overall one of the approaches, UWPVD with
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re-planning or UWPVDF with re-planning, still seems to be the best approach to use in
terms of the achieved throughput. It may, however, be beneficial to select either NSP or PB
for some specific sets of input parameters.
The parameter λ generating the highest throughput for the approaches UWPVD with replanning and UWPVDF with re-planning, is most often λ = 0.25. However, for the layout
Airport it is λ = 1 and for the layout Fleet it is λ = 0.5 for 10% of the zones being occupied
by AGVs and λ = 0.75 for 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. If there is no time
available to study the performance for different path planning approaches or different values
of the parameter λ for a new layout, it is recommended to choose UWPVD with re-planning
or UWPVDF with re-planning, with λ = 0.25. Otherwise it is recommended to do a small
study to see the effect of choosing NSP or PB as path planning approach, and the effect of
selecting a different value for the parameter λ.
It is probably possible to further increase the throughput by making some small changes
to the UWPVD(F) approach. The approach currently does not seem to properly penalize
taking turns; the accelerations and decelerations needed in the process of turning are not
taken into account in either the edge weights or turning costs. It is possible to improve this
by adding a constant turn cost, for example equal to the average time needed for acceleration
and deceleration to reach a zero speed at the turning location, to the cost to reach the end
vertex of the successor edge from the end vertex of the current edge in the A∗ algorithm, if a
turn needs to be made. It is also possible to increase the turn penalty by, for example, a factor
2, although then the turn costs become higher for larger rotations, while the acceleration
and deceleration behavior is not dependent on the rotation size. Furthermore, to get a better
ratio between the time needed for translation over a path segment and the time needed to
make a turn at a node, it is possible to measure for example the average time it takes to
travel along one metre of a path segment in the grid and multiply this by the length of
each path segment (in metres) to determine each edge weight. It is recommended to study
whether these extensions provide an increase in throughput for these approaches.

6.4

Effect path planning approach on robustness

As mentioned before in Chapter 4, some of the versions of the basic updated weights approach
(those using preliminary updates of the vertex weights, with re-planning) are capable of
deadlock recovery. Furthermore also the Pheromone Based approach with re-planning is
capable of recovering from deadlocks. Those path planning approaches may therefore be
able to achieve a reasonable throughput if no deadlock avoidance and separate deadlock
recovery approaches are present in the model. If they are able to do so, they are regarded
to be robust in terms of deadlocks. As mentioned before in Chapter 4, for some layouts
deadlock recovery without separate algorithm is not possible, but for the layouts studied
here, it is possible.
In this section, first some results of performance tests executed without (separate) deadlock
avoidance and recovery algorithms, are presented. Then, based on those results, the effect
of each path planning approach on the robustness, is discussed.
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6.4.1

Resulting throughputs for path planning approaches without deadlock
handling algorithms

Figure 6.18 shows the throughputs achieved for the layout GridSorter for simulations without
(separate) deadlock avoidance, detection and recovery algorithms. Those simulations are not
stopped if a deadlock occurs. For each path planning approach, the sample mean normalized
throughput and 95% confidence interval around that mean are visible for λ = 0.25. The
results are normalized such that the sample mean normalized throughput for the approach
Updated Weights Preliminary Vertices Damping First (UWPVDF) with re-planning with
∆t = 10s, for 20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs, with deadlock avoidance algorithm
present in the model, is equal to one. If the results for the approach UWPVDF with replanning with ∆t = 10s without separate deadlock handling algorithms are not significantly
different from one, then having a separate deadlock avoidance algorithm does not have a
significant effect. The plot in the figure shows the results for different values of ∆t, to see
the effect of faster re-planning.

Figure 6.18: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches with λ = 0.25 for the
layout GridSorter. Results are shown for different values of the re-planning period ∆t,
for simulations without (separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms and for
20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput
is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean.

Figure 6.19 shows the normalized results achieved for the layout Fleet for simulations without
(separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms.
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Figure 6.19: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches with λ = 0.25 for the
layout Fleet. Results are shown for different values of the re-planning period ∆t, for
simulations without (separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms and for
20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput
is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean.

Figure 6.20 shows the normalized results achieved for the layout Airport for simulations
without (separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms.

Figure 6.20: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches with λ = 0.25 for the
layout Airport. Results are shown for different values of the re-planning period ∆t,
for simulations without (separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms and for
20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput
is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean.
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Figure 6.21 shows the normalized results achieved for the layout BeeHive for simulations
without (separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms.

Figure 6.21: Normalized throughput for different path planning approaches with λ = 0.25 for the
layout BeeHive. Results are shown for different values of the re-planning period ∆t,
for simulations without (separate) deadlock avoidance and recovery algorithms and for
20% of the zones being occupied by AGVs. The sample mean normalized throughput
is shown together with the 95% confidence interval around that mean.

6.4.2

Discussion of effect path planning approach on robustness

In this subsection, the robustness of the path planning approaches implemented in the simulation model of the AgvSorter, is discussed. An approach is considered robust if it can
continue to function in the presence of unexpected events or inaccuracies, and manages to
maintain reasonable throughput levels. Examples of unexpected challenges are speed variations of AGVs, deadlock situations, communication delays and AGV breakdowns.
None of the path planning approaches without re-planning is able to recover from deadlock
situations, as no attempt will be made to change the paths of the AGVs in deadlock. With
re-planning enabled, some of the path planning approaches enable deadlock recovery. For
the approaches without ‘preliminary updates’, recovering from a deadlock situation is a
coincidence; it accidentally happens for example if the edge weights along the path of an
AGV in deadlock change, making another path, starting in a different direction, of lower
cost. For the approaches with ‘preliminary updates’, recovering from deadlock situations is
more common. How the increase of vertex weights corresponding to nodes where AGVs are
waiting in a deadlock situation, causes deadlocks to be resolved is explained in Chapter 4.
Also the Pheromone Based approach is capable of recovering from deadlock situations, since
it will attempt to avoid its own path upon re-planning, as described in Subsection 6.3.3.
In Subsection 6.4.1, the results of some simulations executed for the approaches UWPVDE,
UWPVD, UWPVDF and PB, all with re-planning enabled, are presented. As mentioned
before, the results are normalized such that the sample mean normalized throughput for the
approach UWPVDF with re-planning with ∆t = 10s, for 20% of the zones being occupied
by AGVs, with deadlock avoidance algorithm present in the model, is equal to one. As can
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be seen in Figures 6.19 and 6.20, the throughputs achieved for UWPVDF with re-planning,
for ∆t = 10, for the layouts Fleet and Airport without deadlock handling algorithm, are
similar to the throughputs achieved with deadlock handling algorithm. If deadlocks appear,
they are resolved quickly. For the layout GridSorter, the sample mean throughput decreases
by approximately 6%. For the layout BeeHive, the sample mean throughput increases by
approximately 7%. This is possibly caused by the deadlock avoidance algorithm currently
implemented in the model not being maximally permissive; sometimes the reservation of the
next zone for an AGV is prohibited, while it would not have caused a deadlock to occur.
Without (separate) deadlock handling algorithms, the path planning approach UWPVDF
with re-planning seems to outperform the path planning approach UWPVD with re-planning
for λ = 0.25. As explained before in Chapter 4, the approach UWPVDF is capable of faster
deadlock recovery, which probably explains the results achieved. Since UWPVDF with replanning seems to be more robust in terms of deadlocks than UWPVD with re-planning,
and since the throughputs achieved for both approaches are similar, it is recommended to
select UWPVDF with re-planning with λ = 0.25 as standard path planning approach for the
AgvSorter.
Since the time complexity of deadlock handling algorithms can be relatively high for large
systems such as the AgvSorter, e.g. depending on the number of AGVs or zones in the
layout [3], it might be desirable to decrease the time complexity of the central controller of
the system by not incorporating deadlock handling algorithms, if that only results in a minor
decrease in throughput. As mentioned before, the updated weights path planning approaches
are not able to resolve deadlock situations for all layouts, therefore in some situations it
will not be possible to not incorporate deadlock handling algorithms without significantly
decreasing the throughput. For the layouts discussed here, however, it is possible. As can be
seen in the figures in Subsection 6.4.1, increasing the frequency of re-planning, by decreasing
the re-planning period ∆t, can reduce the decrease in (or increase the) throughput even more.
This, however, increases the time complexity of the path planning approach, so a trade-off
should be made on whether the reduction in decrease is worth the increase in complexity.
If an AGV breaks down at a node, the path planning approaches without ‘preliminary updating’ of the vertex weights will not cause a change in the weight of the vertex corresponding
to the node where the AGV breaks down. Paths crossing the node where the AGV is located
therefore do not become less attractive, and a traffic jam of AGVs behind the broken down
may result. With ‘preliminary updating’, the weight of the vertex corresponding to the node
where the AGV stands still due to a breakdown, is increased over time. It therefore becomes
less attractive to choose a path crossing that node. If re-planning is enabled, after a while,
the paths of the AGVs containing the node of the broken down AGV will be changed, if
possible, to not include the node. If possible, AGVs thus avoid the node of the AGV that
stands still due to a breakdown. This will most probably decrease the throughput of the
system, but not reduce it to zero. This is not verified through simulation; it is recommended
to do this in further research.
If an AGV breaks down while translating over an edge, none of the path planning approaches implemented in the AgvSorter model is expected to perform well and keep reasonable throughput levels; traffic jams will most probably result, since none of the approaches
use for example ‘preliminary edge weight updating’. Also this has not been verified through
simulation; it is recommended to do this in further research.
The effect of communication delays on the performance of the path planning approaches has
not been studied either; it is recommended to further study this.
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6.5

Effect path planning approach on scalability

In this subsection, the scalability of the path planning approaches implemented in the simulation model of the AgvSorter, is discussed. An approach is considered scalable if it has a
low time complexity as well as a low space complexity. As mentioned before in Chapter 3,
the time complexity is considered to be small if the number of elementary operations needed
to execute the approach, is small.
For the different versions of the basic updated weights approach, the following operations
are executed throughout a simulation:
• Updating of a single vertex weight: takes constant time O(1).
• Updating of a single edge weight: takes constant time O(1).
• Damping of a single weight: takes constant time O(1). This happens for all vertices
or edges at the same moment in time, so in total respectively O(V ) or O(E).
• Preliminary updating a single weight: takes constant time O(1).
• Determining shortest-path along a graph using adapted version of A∗ algorithm: worstcase thought to be higher than or similar to the complexity of the standard version of
A∗ algorithm, as described in Section 4.1.3, which is O(|E| + |V | log |V |), as described
in Section 3.2.
Table 6.1 provides an overview of which operations have to be executed for each path planning
approach.
Approach

NSP
PB
UWE
UWED
UWEUD
UWVDE
UWPVDE
UWPVD
UWPVDF

Update
vertex weight

Damp vertex
weight

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Preliminary
update vertex
weight

X
X
X

Update edge
weight

X
X
X
X
X

Damp edge
weight

X
X

Table 6.1: Overview of which operations have to be executed for each path planning approach.

How often a weight should be (preliminarily) updated or damped depends on how often an
AGV finishes translation over a path segment, how often a node is left by an AGV, how long
an AGV is waiting at a node etc. This depends a.o. on the speeds of the AGVs, the number
of AGVs in the grid, the traffic control approach used, the length of path segments in the
layout etc. It is thus highly dependent on many parameters.
How often the adapted version of A∗ is called depends on the number of (re-)planning
attempts, which depends on the re-planning periods, ∆Z and ∆t, used, the lengths of the
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paths, the speed of the AGVs etc. The path lengths are dependent on the weights in the
graph, of which the values depend on many parameters.
How often all operations mentioned before are executed, is thus highly dependent on many
parameters; therefore it is hard to draw conclusions regarding the time complexity of each
approach. It is therefore recommended to execute simulations for large layouts with many
AGVs in a controlled environment to correctly assess the time complexity of each approach.
If the time complexity of an approach turns out to be ‘too large’ for bigger layouts, it is an
option to incorporate area control: to divide the grid into areas, to assign a central controller
that determines through which area each AGV should travel and to assign local controllers
for each area, guiding AGVs through the areas themselves. Furthermore it is possible to
use parallel servers for running the A∗ algorithm, and it is even possible to use two parallel
servers for one run of the A∗ algorithm: in parallel the path from source to destination and
from destination to source can then be computed, and the result is found when two searches
meet at some point. Furthermore, part of the heuristic of A* is layout-specific and could
thus be pre-determined once at the start of a simulation run (instead of re-determined in
every heuristic computation). The heuristic time estimate and (parts of) the heuristic turn
estimate do not change over time.
The space complexity of each approach depends on which information needs to be stored.
For all path planning approaches, it is necessary to store the values for the edge weights and
vertex weights. If damping of the edge weights occurs, it is necessary to store the damping
curve, the time at which each edge weight was updated for the last time, the value of each
edge weight after the last update and the initial edge weight values. If damping of the
vertex weight occurs, it is necessary to store the damping curve, the time at which each
vertex weight was updated for the last time and the value of each vertex weight after the last
update. For some path planning approaches, more information thus needs to be stored than
for others. However, the amount of information that needs to be stored for damping of the
weights, can be reduced by e.g. selecting a damping curve that is not dependent on the time
elapsed since the last update or by recalculating the initial weight values when necessary.
The space complexity is therefore considered to be approximately equal for all path planning
approaches.
Some approaches, such as UWPVD and UWPVDF, are applicable to AGVs with different
maximum speeds if the edge weights are stored for each AGV separately. Although more
space is required to store these edge weights, the space complexity is assumed to not become too large. Further research should be done to draw conclusions regarding the space
complexity with certainty.

6.6

Effect path planning approach on flexibility

In this subsection, the flexibility of the path planning approaches implemented in the simulation model of the AgvSorter, is discussed. An approach is considered to be flexible if it is
relatively unsensitive to changes in e.g. the system layout and the number of AGVs used.
As mentioned before in Chapter 6, the approaches have been tested on four different layouts,
with two different percentages of zones being occupied by AGVs. An approach performing
well for different layouts (with different zone shapes) and different percentages of zones being
occupied by AGVs, with a normalized throughput that significantly improves when adding
more AGVs to the system with up to 20% of the zones occupied by AGVs, is considered
to be flexible. Flexible approaches are thus a.o. UWPVDF with re-planning and UWPVD
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with re-planning. For example the approach Normal Shortest Path is not considered to be
flexible, since for the layout Airport the throughput is similar for 10% and 20% of the zones
being occupied by AGVs.
The adapted version of A∗ , used for all path planning approaches implemented in the AgvSorter model, can deal with bidirectional path segments if a bidirectional segment is represented by two unidirectional edges in the graph. Therefore all approaches are equally flexible
in terms of changes from unidirectional to bidirectional path segments.
Flexibility can also be measured by determining the performance for different job profiles.
The throughput achieved can be different based on whether, for example, each job picked up
at a specific source can be delivered to one out of a set of ten destinations, or whether each
job picked up at a specific source should be delivered to one specific destination. A flexible
approach performs well for different job profiles. In the performance tests executed, each
layout is only tested for one job profile; it is recommended to further study the behavior for
other job profiles.
Another form of flexibility is the ability to deal with AGVs with different properties related
to speed; different maximum (rotation) speeds, and maximum acceleration and deceleration.
All versions of the basic updated weights approach involving updates of the edge weights
assume that all AGVs have the same maximum speed. Those approaches are thus not
considered to be flexible with respect to different AGV speeds. The approaches NSP, PB,
UWPVD and UWPVDF are capable of handling AGVs with different maximum speeds.
It would be possible, however, to make some changes to ensure all approaches can deal with
AGVs with different maximum speeds. The translation times achieved along path segments
should then not be used for updating the edge weights, since the initial edge weight values
(representing the minimum time it takes to (wait for and) translate over the corresponding
path segments), computed by Equation (4.3), differ per AGV. A possible improvement would
be to calculate the AGV-specific weight of each edge as some percentage, varying per edge
but the same for all AGVs, times the initial edge weight value for an AGV. The percentage
would represent the percentage of the minimum time it takes to (wait for and) translate over
the path segment corresponding to the edge (it is thus at least equal to 100%); this is the
value that is updated over time instead of the edge weight.
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7

Conclusions and recommendations

This project is a study on the path planning approach for the AGVs in the dense AgvSorter
system; a parcel-sorting system that is currently being developed by Vanderlande Industries.
The objective of this research was to find and implement a congestion-avoiding approach for
real-time path planning of AGVs to achieve a high throughput for the AgvSorter system. A
scalable, robust and flexible approach was desirable. In the first section of this chapter, the
conclusions of this research project are described. Then some recommendations for further
research are given.

7.1

Conclusions

In order to achieve the aforementioned objective, a literature study has been done. Several
path planning approaches from the literature, that are applicable to a zone-based system
with online job arrivals, have been studied and their performance has been evaluated. An
extended version of the updated weights approach, as described by e.g. Bartlett, Lee, Ahmed,
Nemhauser, Sokol and Na [27], and Lee, Lee and Na [28], seemed to be the most suitable for
the system. The approach uses a graph-representation with vertex and edge weights that are
updated over time. Several versions of this approach have been developed, implemented in
the MATLAB model of the AgvSorter system and evaluated for different layouts and different
numbers of AGVs. The version of the approach that seems to perform best uses a graphrepresentation with constant edge weights and vertex weights that are updated over time.
Each edge weight represents the minimum time it takes to translate over the corresponding
path segment. Each vertex weight represents the waiting time at the corresponding node.
The weights are used to determine the shortest-time path from source to destination. This
is done using an adapted version of A∗ , that can deal with penalties for turning and multiple
destinations to choose from.
The vertex weights are updated over time: as soon as an AGV leaves a node, the weight of
the corresponding vertex is updated with the most recent waiting time at the node. Upon
updating the vertex weight, the ‘new’ value of the weight becomes equal to the weighted sum
of the ‘old’ value and the most recent waiting duration. From then on, the vertex weight is
decreased over time until its initial value of zero is reached. If an AGV is waiting at a node
for a long time already, the weight of the corresponding vertex is ‘updated preliminarily’ to
the value it would get if the AGV would leave the node now. Furthermore, upon re-planning
the path for a waiting AGV, the ‘preliminary increase’ in weight of the vertex corresponding
to the node where the AGV is currently waiting, is added to the weight of the first edge of
the ‘old’ path. This increases the attractivity of a path starting in a different direction.
For different types of layouts and for different numbers of AGVs, the throughputs achieved
for the developed approach are relatively high. Furthermore the approach is capable of
recovering from deadlock situations if the layout allows this; at most a small decrease in
throughput results if separate deadlock handling algorithms are removed from the model.
The robustness of the approach in terms of deadlock is therefore considered to be good. The
robustness in terms of other factors, such as AGV breakdowns and communication delays, has
not been verified through simulation; further research should be conducted before conclusions
can be drawn. Also it is recommended to further investigate the scalability of the approach
and some aspects of flexibility, e.g. performance for different job patterns.
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In some situations, a shortest-distance approach or an anti-pheromone based approach, which
is the path planning approach that was used in the AgvSorter system before this study,
achieves a throughput that is higher. Furthermore sometimes a different ratio between the
‘old’ value and the most recent waiting duration, upon updating the vertex weight, generates
better results. In general, the described version of the updated weights approach seems to
perform best when a weighing factor of 0.75 is used for the ‘old’ value and a factor of 0.25
is used for the new value. For a new layout, however, if there is time available to do a small
study, it is recommended to verify the effect of selecting a different value for the ratio or
selecting a shortest-distance or anti-pheromone based approach.
Although the path planning approach is developed for the AgvSorter system, it can also be
applied to other grid-based AGV systems. It can probably also be applied to other AGV
systems that can be represented by a graph. However, this probably calls for the incorporation of other traffic control approaches. The performance of the developed path planning
approach has not been verified in a simulation in combination with other traffic control approaches than those currently used in the simulation model of the AgvSorter system; it is
recommended to do this in further research.

7.2

Recommendations

All versions of the basic updated weights path planning approach, using updates of the edge
and vertex weights, are based on information from the past. What is achieved in the past,
however, does not necessarily provide a good representation of the future state of the system.
The central controller knows the paths planned for all AGVs, and can therefore use those
to predict the future state of the system. This can be incorporated in the path planning
approach. Although the throughput of the system may increase when this is done, the space
and/or time complexity may increase as well. It is therefore recommended to further study
the incorporation of future information in the path planning approach.
Since studying very large layouts, with up to 10, 000 zones and up to 1, 000 AGVs, takes a
significant amount of time, this study has focused on evaluating the performance for smallerscale layouts, while keeping in mind that the approaches can be applied to larger-scale layouts
as well. Since the time complexity of the updated weights approach for large layouts is not
verified by simulation, it is recommended to do this in further research. If the time complexity
of the updated weights approach turns out to be ‘too large’ for bigger layouts, parallelisation
and area control (a form of control where the grid is divided into areas which are controlled
locally) can be used to decrease the complexity. It is also recommended to further study the
space complexity of the approach.
The currently developed versions of the basic updated weights approach are based on some
assumptions. For example, all versions of the basic updated weights approach involving
updates of the edge weights assume that all AGVs have the same maximum speed. It is,
however, possible that there are multiple AGVs driving on the grid with different properties.
Instead of updating the edge weights, representing the time it takes to (wait for and) translate over the corresponding path segments, it would be better to update some edge-specific
percentage, indicating the percentage of minimum time it took to (wait for and) translate
over the corresponding path segment. By multiplying this percentage with the AGV-specific
initial edge weights, AGV-specific edge weights result.
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The performance tests carried out only use one specific curve for damping, one expression to
determine the value for T , one set of values for ∆t and ∆Z in re-planning etc. Since different
curves and/or expressions may give different results, it is recommended to further study the
best curves and/or expressions to use. Furthermore, the value for λ is constant over time and
the same for all vertices and edges. Further research should be done to determine whether
varying the value provides better results.
Simulations have only been executed for one job profile per layout, and for one dispatching
and one traffic control approach. It should be verified whether the same conclusions can be
drawn for other job profiles and other dispatching and traffic control approaches as well.
The simulation model used for the performance tests does not take into account some aspects
present in ‘real-life’ situations that may decrease the throughputs achieved, such as AGV
breakdowns and communication delays. It is recommended to study the effect of these aspects
on the performance of the updated weights approach. If necessary, the best performing
version of the basic updated weights approach can probably be improved by increasing
the turn penalties and by increasing the edge weights to represent the average travel time
achieved in the layout.
The focus of this study was path planning, but gradually, while doing the research, the effect
of other factors gained more attention. For example, the approaches used for dispatching
and traffic control, and the layouts used, are important for the results achieved.
An approach is robust if it can cope with e.g. AGV breakdowns without significantly decreasing the throughput achieved. Especially in a grid layout with a relatively small number
of intersections, with long intersection-free lanes, the throughput may decrease significantly
if an AGV breaks down at the end of a long lane. All AGVs currently driving along the
same lane, behind the AGV that broke down, cannot be re-planned to move to another lane,
since there is no connection. It is therefore recommended to add path segments between long
lanes to ensure that lane switching can occur as soon as an AGV breaks down, for all AGVs
behind the broken AGV. Those path segments are preferably bidirectional to ensure that as
many AGVs as possible can switch to the other lane. By adding static edge weights to these
segments, with a value that is for example equal to the re-planning period, lane switching
will most probably only occur in ‘emergency situations’. Note that adding bidirectional segments makes traffic control harder; new rules should be developed for this. The developed
A∗ algorithm can still be used if there are some bidirectional path segments in the layout; a
bidirectional edge can be treated as two unidirectional edges with opposite directions.
Furthermore the traffic control approach used for determining which AGV may first reserve
a newly released zone, can probably be improved by taking into account the time each AGV
is expected to be present at the released zone. A turning AGV will probably occupy the
zone for a longer time period than an AGV going straight. It might therefore be beneficial
to give priority to an AGV going straight.
The approach currently used for dispatching couples an AGV to a new job present at the
pick-up location ‘closest by’ (in terms of the path planning approach selected). Once coupled,
upon re-planning, it is not possible to switch to a different job at another pick-up location of
the same set, even though the pick-up location ‘closest-by’ may have changed due to changing
vertex- and edge weights. Changing the dispatching approach by allowing the switching to
a different job, as long as the job has not yet been picked up, may increase the throughputs
achieved.
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A recommendation specifically for the layout Fleet is to study whether performance can be
improved if, instead of using two almost separate loops, one on the left side of the grid and
one on the right side of the grid, a larger loop would be used that crosses the entire grid.
This probably improves the achieved throughput by spreading out the AGVs more; probably
less waiting in front of the pick-up locations then needs to take place.
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Appendices
A

Heuristic for A∗ for updated weights approach

The A∗ algorithm is guaranteed to find a shortest path if the heuristic function provides an
optimistic or perfect estimate of the costs to get from a vertex x to the destination vertex [10].
Therefore the heuristic estimate consists of an estimate of the minimum time needed for an
AGV to travel from vertex x to the destination vertex xd , plus the turn penalty times an
estimate of the minimum number of radians over which a turn should be made to reach (one
of) the destination(s).
For the updated weights approach, the heuristic time estimate is computed as the Euclidean
distance between the node corresponding to vertex x and the node corresponding to the
destination vertex xd ∈ {xD }, divided by the minimum of the maximum speeds that can be
reached at all edges:
Htime (x, xd ) =

sEuclidean (x, xd )
.
min(xi ,xj )∈E vijmax

(A.1)

Hereby sEuclidean (xi , xj ) is the Euclidean distance between the nodes corresponding to vertices xi and xj , and vijmax is as computed by Equation (4.4).
Figure A.1 shows the Euclidean distance from vertex x to the destination vertex xd , in red.

Figure A.1: Graphical representation of distances and rotations relevant in computing the value of
the A∗ heuristic.

Also a cost for turning is incorporated in the heuristic function H(x, xd ). Since this function
should provide an optimistic or perfect estimate of the time it takes for an AGV to travel
from the node corresponding to vertex x to the destination node, a turning cost is added for
every radian over which the AGV should at least rotate to reach the desired end heading at
the destination. The turn that needs to be made is estimated by adding the minimum turn
that should be made to reach a destination plus the minimum turn that should be made at
a destination to reach the desired end heading.
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Since there are two possible ways to turn to some specific heading (clockwise and counterclockwise), the minimum turn is equal to the absolute minimum rotation needed (in radians)
out of those two options, i.e.
θ = min(φ, 2π − φ)

(A.2)

with θ the minimum turn (i.e. 0 ≤ θ ≤ π) in radians (which is the absolute value of the turn
in either clockwise or counterclockwise direction) and φ the minimum turn (i.e. 0 ≤ φ < 2π)
that should be made in counterclockwise direction in radians.
The minimum turn needed to reach the destination, is computed by looking at the difference
between the heading of the edge taken to reach vertex x, and the heading of the AGV at
the vertex x if it would use the ‘Euclidean way’ to get to the destination (angle θ1 , shown in
Figure A.1), plus the minimum difference between the heading of the AGV if it would use
the ‘Euclidean way’ to get to the destination and the heading of the incoming edge to the
destination (angle θ2 , shown in Figure A.1). The estimated turn at a destination is computed
by looking at the difference between the heading of the destination edge and the desired end
heading. This turn is symbolized as θ3 and shown in Figure A.1.
The heuristic function for the updated weights approach is thus equal to

H(x, xd ) = Htime (x, xd ) + Hturn (x, xd ) =

sEuclidean (x, xd )
+ pturn (θ1 + θ2 + θ3 ). (A.3)
min(xi ,xj )∈E vijmax

If there are multiple incoming (destination) edges for one destination, the heuristic function
is computed for all of those and then the minimum is selected. An example of this situation
is shown in Figure A.2; in the figure there are two incoming edges to the destination, so two
destination edges.

Figure A.2: Graphical representation of distances and rotations relevant in computing the value of
the A∗ heuristic in the situation where there are multiple incoming (destination) edges
for one destination.
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The heuristic is then equal to:

H(x, xd ) = Htime (x, xd ) + Hturn (x, xd ) =

sEuclidean (x, xd )
+ pturn min(θ1 + θ2 + θ3 , θ1 + θ4 ),
min(xi ,xj )∈E vijmax
(A.4)

since the desired end heading at the destination is equal to the heading of the ‘new’ destination edge.
If there are multiple destinations, the heuristic function is computed for each destination and
then the minimum over all destinations is taken as value for the heuristic: min H(x, xd ).
xd ∈{xD }
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